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'Introduction-

1,

Making; olicy analyses about vocational education, or any other branch

of the edubatIq 1 enterprise, is a task which could easily overwhelm anyone'

who took it seri01,1 y. As will become clear later.in this essay, the, diverse

points bf view which' ne encounters, not only from prospective clients of

vocational education bu also from:the various vocational educators themselves,

of coming up with.a single reasonably objective,

gestion for the future. Theskultaneously

indicate the impossfbilit

,

ifformative, and rational

.plentiful (in quantity) but meager (in its instructiveness.) datawhich one

can consult about the vocational education enterprise, t bugh it needs to
\\,

be consulted and, more importantly, to be improved, is n i particularly helpful

in shaping'a particularxespose to.vpcational education:policy. -These probleme-
,

are not peculiar to education, or to vocational education;,but rather are
4

.

faced.by all'researchers in the social ",sciencesa thosJe fields which in name

resemble the natural "sciences" bUt*hlch.confront a far less reliable and

more diverse reality much more diffiC41t to analyze -with any precision and

evellmore difficult,to predict about with even the -slightest degree of
-.:.

. ..,.,

certainty. In, the area of Vocational eddca ion the c ifficulties are very

&
1

basics dealing with the purposes and goafe.o the edtCation for the individual
.

'

'aid for society. The failure to find a unified poliy in these areas precludes,

to a. degree, quest-1'0ns abbut'the program whiCtirelyupon a single view of

"..\
what the. program is inthded to accomplish\

Because4 these conceptual-difff-cultfWand-hedaUse of the scholarly
. .

. , ...; .

preferences of thfs essay's authors, we have chosen.to begin'it..with.an
, 1

. . ,
.

y
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historical account of vocational education in Atlanta and to base our current

treatment of the subject on the results of that historical inquiry. As the

careful reader will discover, early generalization about the nature and'
0 '

effectiveness of vocational education in Atianta,is not too difficult.

Carrying the conclusions of that early generalization over into the cOtemPOrary

context, while admittedly no easy task, and one which requires a great deal
e .11

of qualification, is what we have attempted to do.

Some final introductory comments of a non-conceptual but methodological

A

nature need to'be made. We have confined our:inquiry mainly to the programs

f ered in institutions controlled,either solely or cooperatively, by the ,

4
ty of Atlanta and its agencies. More particularly, we have,focUssed om

he Atlanta city schools and the joint City of Atlanta-Fulton County Area

Technical School. Though we considered, initially, a metropolitan area wide

focus for our inquirY, we discarded this approach as its complexity became

increasingly apparent. The charge in tbe,problem statement from the National..

Institute of. Education to be sensitive -to the issues affecting 'Minority pop-

ulations reinforces the decision to focus on the city inthis study, since

the high concentration of minority students is in the city institutions; but

a full comparison between city andisuburban vocational efforts would surely

provide a broader view of the problem. Finally, the funding structure of

vocational education, in which federal funds are funelled mainly 4

thrOugh the states to the local school systems, dictated that we pay.consider-

able attention to the State Department, of tduEation and its' provisions for

vocational education as well as to, the City of Atlanta: Our notes indicate

4
the written materials we have consulted as well as the individuals whO were

interviewed for the study and the positions-they hold; pf Course,'we hold o

AT
A

. r
. ,

4 ourselves responsible for our interpretation of interviews as well.as for -, .

f

conclUsions we reached on the basii of interviews. In general, We havetried
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to vprify, through some cofroborative data, judgments reached by our

interviewees: When this was not possiblU, we have tried to indicate
w.

poSsible data which if generated,'could Help lead to a conclusion.
2
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As the focus, of this study is vocational education within a specific

-rrbarl area, a brief description of. the city and its citizens should-help

to foil the cOntext'for our findings.

'The?City of Atlanta adVertises itself as "The World.'s-Next Great City,"

and Orides itseTran its role as a reglonal, national d international

city. Atlanta is the 18th largest mettopolitan.area in the United States.

Prior toApril,.1973, Metropolitan Atlantawas 'comprised of a five-county

areaconsisting of the city of Atlanta and 42 municipalities. In April of

1973, the. Atlanta Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area was expanded from

a five-county to a fifteen - county area#(83 municipalities) resulting in a

current population of over 1,8;million. The City of Atlanta has

a current population of 477,000; the preliminary 1980 census results show

a drop of 53,000 from that figure, but the city,is contesting the results.

Atlanta is the location of-many national businesses and federal

Overnment activities. .In its Commercial Survey of the Southeast, the United

. Sates Department of'Commerce referred toAtlanta as the "principal headquarters"

city of the Southeastern Regions This statement was prompted by two signifi-

cant facto:

1. The "City' ofAtlanta; n additiiion to the many locally owned and

-ope*ated industries, has over 5,500 national lbusinesses.- Of the 500 largest

U.S. industriarcorporations; 450 have operations. in Atlanta as do 40,of the

50 largest 14Te insurance companjes, 28 of the 50 largest retai ing companies,

4r- and 41 of the 50 largest transportation companies.

4r
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2. As the cuter of ,most of the U.S. governMent activity in the South-

east; Atlanta has some 93 federal departments,.commissions, bureaus, and

divisions. Included amonsi the major'agencies,are the Federal Aviation

. .4 .

Administration; Veterans Administration;.the U.S. Public Health Services'

national ,peadquarters:-the Center for Diseise Control; a

of Agriculture; Commerce;,Defense; Education; and Health

.In addition', Atlanta

the )Departments

dtHuman Services..

- is served by three inter-city bus lines from two downtown bus

ti

terminals with approximaly 250 buses .entering and leavingthe

city daily;

is currently constructing a rapid transit system under the.authority

of the 1965-legislated Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority

(MARTA) which has jurisdiction over a four-county area involving

52.9 miles of rapid transit ra)il plOs 8.0 miles of rapid busway,

the first phase to.be completed in the early 1980's;

- histeh major daily,.newspapers;

- has thirty degreb-granting institutions of higher learning;

- pis the medical center of the South with 29 general and 29 speci'al .

hospitals,; 1;

- has the nation's second largest cultural center, the $13 million

Atlanta Memorial Arts Center,which houses the High Museum of Art",

the Atlanta School of Art, the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra and

the Alliance 'Resident Theater.

The Gergia Department of Labor hasdone several studies detailing the
v..

growth of employment in. Atlanta. Each year since 1960 has added

an average. 64,8,000'jobs. Those jobs range across many areas. Table 1

is a breakdown of where the jobs in Atlanta are.

7
/
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TABLE 1

Industry

TOTAL

Contract Construction.

Manufacturing
Durable

Aon..Durable

Tradsportation,
Communication, .

Electric,- Gas and
Sanitary Services

Distribution

100%

7%

8%
9%.

9%

Trade
Wholesale TO%
Retail 17%

Financt 3%

Insurance 3%

-deal .Estate 2%

Services 16% .

Government
Federal 4%
State and Local 12%

As evidenced from the preceding, Atlanta is one of the nation's major
. ,

centers, of commercial, industrialkfinanciil, educational', and cultural
.

activity. ,In spite, however, of the positive progressive nature of the city,
, r

.

atubstantial segment of the citi zenry,'particularly the educationally
4.

disadvantaged residents of the city, lacks the necessary education and training

/-/t'o function competitively in a large environment such as Atlanta. How th t
A

situation hat developed, how people, are excluded from full participation

- in the city's life, is partially answered by examining the historical link

between education and vocaton,in Atlanta.
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Vocational education in the Atlanta public schools has a long history

which, particularly i'ts early years was intertwined with national develop-
.-

ments. We will shortly see, however, that AtlantA's advocates of vocational

education were far less successful than their Colleagues in other cities

in establishing vocational education in its most fully developed forth, job

training, as a viable'alternative to the traditional.academic studies.

, ,

The first mention of vocational education in the official records of
so.

the Atlanta schools occurred in 1885. At,tnis time, Hoke Srtiith, who was soon

to become a board member, later a governor of Georgia, and still later a
-R.

Unit Senator [who sponsored two of the earl,' landmark vocatidnal

education laws, the Smith -Lever Act of 1914, and the Smith-Hughes Bi

1917], proposed to the Board that 4t investigate theLpossiblity of introducing

a system of manual training in the schools alongside the regular curriculum.

It was not until 1899, how6er, three years after Smith returned from

)

.WasKingto4here he had been Secretary. of the Interior under Grover Cleveland

and assumed the presidency of the Board of Education, that an,attempt at
.

tmplementing the manual training proposal would be ma d.1 .
. ,

. .

The early arguments of Smith and other manual training advocates did.
.

not differ from those of like-ended reformers in other cities. One early

proponent'atindustrial education in Atlanta stressed the practical, economic

relevance which students would derive from such curricula:

The great mass of our school boys must come from necessity 'y

to be bread winners. Their poverty compels:them to.enter

upon labor for a liiing early'in,their careers. It is right,

it is wise that the school system Supported by popular

- taxation should so train and teach the mind and-heart of

,

, .
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thee boys that they enter upon bread winning
-

Aihen they complete the 'course in our sdhools.
2

. 8

- Another .advocate of these changes gave'a,rationa lealich was based, not on

the economic gain to be achieved by the students,but rather on.the social
. .

goals which the established classevof Atlanta might achy& if they were

implemented. This reformer" to'y the sdhobl board that "you can make no

mistake.in extending a department [manual studies] which tends to correct the
.

restless, impudent; and irreverent child which is-abroad in the land.".a'

. ,

.

While these arguments may not, be absolutely V.riconcilable, it.seems

clear that they lead :WI differentdirections; the former toward-a tonsumer

\.
.

. '

orientation in w is oc lo. nal--competence goal andthe latter toward

. an employer orientation in which a socially disciplined,workforce is the end : -

. . r
,

Velave encountered them both in our contemporary studies and interviews as
N 1 :

. 4/ . .

. well'as inithe past. They were also used by adyocites'of vocational studieS
,

throughout the country in teeanly twentieth century, an indication that

'". rhetorically at least, the Atlanta vocationalTtuidei differed little from

"
, . * .

those elsewhere.
., ,

Despite the similarity in argUments for vocational studies between

Atlanta and the-rest of the nations the net result of the efforts of vocational

education advocates in Atlanta diffeited 'significantly from that achieved

%

in other settings:. Historian Marvin Laierson'S study of vocational education'
.

,
'

. in MaSSachusetts' urban schools in, the late

centuOies describes a two .stage deveilopment

... . . % / .

-Froth an' early manual. training movement whichh-depicted manual studies-as a
.

.,
.

. -

. , , *
,

nineteenth ana early twentieth
A

4the schops of.thai state

4 pedagogical reform suitable for all children to a."vocational" phase
.

which

these studifrt were used,to irlin t-he Tess academically able, usually lower
7.

class students fqr,jobs. In another work, co-authored with Norton Grubb:.
. . ,

4

1 0
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La-zersOn noted the prevalence gf the Massachusetts pattern-in most of the
_ .

1 .

S.

country.

ti

)

Between 1890 and 1910, vocational educgtion attracted

the support 4f almost every group the country with' 4*
.

an-interest in education. The magnitude o this

conversion was overwhelming; tt indicates that, in a

period when,large'segments'of soVety were conscious

of 'the problems caused by industrialism, vocational
. ,

.education was almost universally perceived as a

panacea.

The particular type of vocational education that was sought, according to

Lazerson, was one in en. e. I repare-itsstudents for.4ecifiF jobs.

In Atlanta, a clearly job Oriented program of vocational studies was

not reached for many years. At the elementary lev'el, despite Smith's early

.at1vocacy of manual training, it was not successfully implemented. Twenty

years afterBoard President Smith "introduced" Manual.studies into the .

_ .

1 4 ./ ,
.

.curriculum, the Board was still being apprised of the necessity for
. .

, . .

dinging manual training and Ihmestic science into the elmentary schools.6'
7 4!

. r
.

At the secondary level, though change came earlier and faster, it
.

still never culminated in a strictly job preparation approach to vocational c.

studies. A business course was introduced at the'Girl'stHigh School in the

1890's'which later culminated in the establishment of a separate Commercial
/---

, ,
High'Schoal. FOrhigh school boys, manual training was initially introdqpe'd

4tt

bas a new course of study at the Boy's High School and later formed.a
A

. cant part of the course of study at the newly established Technolog4cal High '

' School. r
1 a
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Reforme?s in ;be Wdrld'War I era, however, expressed dissatfsfaction

at the lack of relationship between the curricula et these separate high schools

rand the world of work'agd the persistence of academic studies,X all of._ the

high Schools. In 4914,',a,schipol survey severely criticized the jmOracticality

of the existing.course of study atGirl's High School'. The academic dolly.

preparatory-course, argued the author ofthe survey, ignored'the deeds of

the ninety-five pent of the student bOdy which did not tiend college.
. 0

For this group,adiffirent course of study was recommdnded which would attend
,

.

to its twin heeds of hOmemakingichild-rearing and job preparation. To meet

co
._'"I'the g asthese needs, the survey advocated commerical subjects for thirls ,wellca

4 e,
.

, . t

`\ as the study of "Art, Science, Literature, History, Music, Elementary,
Edonomjcs and Sociology, and Household Arts. "8

) Eight years later, George Strayer of Teachers College,. Columbia

.,

notedUniversity,_made similar r:ecommendatiOns tor both girls and boys. He noted
.... .

that the.chnological High School was not carrying out-boys-vocation4l____
c

'

Work, as reformers had wanted for some time, but

though somewhgt technical, was mainly prepration

1

rather, tha-Vits curriculum,

for entry into the Georgia ...

School of Technology. Strayer, complained thatthg shOpwork at Tech High "is ks
; .

rathr of a liberal than a vocational type.r A similar probleM-existed at

Commercial' High. Strayer noted that over sixty percent of the students.at

Commercial'High's.night-school enrolled in'academic courses to preference
/

to a course of study which stressed the more vocat(jonal subjects,of bookkeeping
.

a
. ,

'and stenography/. Here again,-the problem was that the institUtion served

a preparatory purpose that overshadowed its practical purpose. In1918'the

4

board had approved a'diploma course of study for Commercial High School;

which combined academic and 4usiness subjects in order to "prepare graduates.

.for adllission into the universities and schools cif commerce without
.f -f

examination or Condition:"9.

IV II,

4
:

4,

1
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As'a remedy for the imbalance, Strayer recommehded'expansion of the

more directly vocational work going on in all the night schools. He also

proposed the addition of a Vocational Departthent at TeCh Sigh where a student

could undertake'a curriculum that "will be designed to'train young people

. for a single recognized trade," the appointment of a Director of Vocational

Education whoNculd be responsiblOor linkingthe training in the schools
. -

to the job requirements, and the appointment of,a vocational guidance

counselor to gather informhtion oiriboth pupils' and the community's occupational

needs.
10

These recommendations reveal the tenuous status of vocational studies

in Atlanta twenty years after Lazerson and Gubb claim. that "vocational

eduCAign attracted the support of almost every group tn the country with

an interest in education."
Il

The curriculum at neither the Technological

nor Commercial High Schools addressed the needs of students who were not

.1
college-bound. The vast-majgrity of students at both schools followed a

,

traditional 4cademic course. Significrt, both in terms of the early twentieth

'-,century and of Contemporary deyelopments, hoth the short vocational courses

?tne night stpools'anethe homemaking science courses
.
at Commercial High

1R1iunded only with federal or'state money. No local funds were expended,
o

. ,

a'good indication of the degree of local commitment to the new studies. The
.11'nee 4or aAireCtor and a 'counselor represents another indication of the low

esteem in which vockttonal education was held at the time, as well as a

bureaucratic deficiency. There was no way to coordinate vocational efforts,

.

norlo determine either student or community needs, not surprising if only
--

academic courses are considered to be of kimary,importance for all students.
. .

The evening-schools, which had been receiving moneysince the inception of'

the Smjth-Hughe dt in 1917, had limited offerings, which included neither

41IPA

13
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a concentrated preparation for a job nora standard high school- curriculum.
.

A'1937 study o? the city's high schools revealed, howeve, that the
, .

(0
.

.

1 .., 1914 survey the 422 Strayer Report.hadgaue largely unheeded.: The
, , _A

s.

/separate high schopls existed in the late 1930's that had existed in. the °

earlier yearssiana the'curricula at the Commercial High and Tech High were
.

:still college ratar:ttian job preparatory. At Tech High, the manual training'

f subjects 'continued "to. place emphasis on general, technical training rather

'

than\on specializpd Vocati6nal training" and at Commercial _High the stated'

goal continued to be to offer "pupils a broad and general Uriderstanding of
4 SC

business" rather than specific vocational training.
12-

Thus, we can conclude that full-fledged job traininOnever came to Atlanta's'

high schools,eveff its technical and commercial high schools, during the

period in-which it is said by historians to have carried the. day in Other

settings.' Atlantans preferred to offer separate high school curricula that

were all p?eparatory, or what one historian has called 1different pathways

to-liberaT education," instead aof directly vocationaletrainihg: They chose

as, their goal 'not job preparation'bUt an expanded form of traditional,

academic, secondary education that.provided practical subjects for some, but

in the context of preparation:for higher edUcation. On reflection,, .it seems

I

1 14

that, this type of education allowedjthe tity to ,borrow some of the ideas of

reformers in other sections but to adaptkthem to the traditional approach

that Atlantans, preferred.to take in"education, as well as in other areas. "'

It produced.a fiRishedprOduct that grafted the new subjects on to the

,c t 1

curriculum of the .past rather than refil&de the old with the new.' The

I .'.

.

.

enkproduct, however, had more of'the flavor of the old studies_thanit did

of.a highly differentiated job or trade oriented curriculum.
13

r One explanation' for Atlanta's hesitancy to take up .job trAning
--

.

, it its schocils was'the fact that, like most of the South, it was not
. .

- ,
.

-....,

14
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6 .experiencing the 11-fledged industrialization that characterized develdp-

'Bents in other r gions, 'particularly the Northeast and urban Midwest, and'

that caused school en'in.those-bities to adopt jpb training as'a main goal

Of vocational studies. The pro ems so evident in the North Created by

immigrastion, industrf,an0 Oban zation were minor, ifpthey existed at all,

in.most dIsthe.South. 'Many of the jobs for.which vocational education was
% .

,

to ,prepare students hardly existed' inAtianta or the rest of the-Sotft, Its

economy was still basjallyagricultural and its chief social problem was
,

race, got the working class.

Northerners related vocational education.to the problems of the lower

class, especially immigtants, both from overseas and from the farms.

Vocational education could taise iAdivjduals and groups in status and wealth.

.But in the South; the issues of .status, of wealth, opportunity, or achievement

'4,-

were inextricably intertwined with the question of race. The South, with

'a steady growtI' rate little affecteeby-mass/ve immigration, with .its

traditional economy of agriculture and small towns little affected by indus-
,

trfil change,'and with a consciously stratified social system; was not seeking

change. All social questions in the South had tQ be answered with segregation

- in mind, including-questions about the social -goals of education. 'Southern-
,

leaders needed to-'guarantee no upward mobility-among Blacks. The argument

that vocational education would proyidea way to change the economic status

of the lowest classes thus felon hostile eats in Atlanta and the rest of

j,-%the'Sotith.'

The educational -opportunities for Blacks were,segregated and very

limited during this entire period. Facilitiei,werd terrible; teachers

were' undereducated, underpaid, nd over-worked Schools routinely heledouble

,

and even triple sessions: In addition, a minority on the Board of Education ,,
inually attempied'to weaken the few existing programs. For example,
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in 1930 a motion was made to disconinue all Black night

and vocational14

schools, academic

The Depression era conditions"that caused the Board to consider dis-

og ams. I In 1930continuing Black schools also threatened most vocational pr

motions were also made to cut the numbe-P of night Schools and to e.iminate

ol. Theall Smith- Hugl1es vocational programs and the Opportunity Sao

Depression was not the first time Atlanta's schools' had experi enced fiscal

problems. In fact, lack of funds plagued the schools'throughou

history.15

t-their

Strayer's report in 1922 accused the system of serious and debilitating

problems, rangingfrom inadequate focal support to maintaining a p

plant thaewas not only non-conducive'to education but was also dang

hysical

to student's health and safety, all oft-which were related to the nigg

erous

aidly

funding provided. Three of the' ity's four high schools, including

technologic High School, were declared uninhabitable by Strayer while

fouith, Commercial High, met only absolute minimum standards as an educa

facility. The Depression served-as a spur for many city politicians to

attack the schools, with-soMe justification.

In 1930, a Grand Jury report attacked thepstem as being wasteful and

then

tional

inefficient, chastized the Superintendent for traGeling too much, an

indicted an ex-board member for taking a commission for sale of schoo

lands while he was on the Board. Also in 1930,:an advitory council

appointed by the mayor of Atlanta reiterated many of the criticisms made in

the Strayer report of eight years earlier. The advisory council, unlike the

grand jury, blamed economic and not,personnel problettiwthe chief source
(

of the poor condition of the schools. If true, then the situation could

only-get worse when in 1932 the school budget Was reduced. In 1938, a report

16
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by the National' Municipal League once again castigated the school system,

finding-theschool board inefficient and guilty of favoriti01 in the building

and maintenance of the schools; imildings were placed according to politics

and not needs. No significant action was taken to correct the prOblems or

implement the recommendations of any of these juries, councils or advisors.

Some administrative change4,were made, but basically the Board of Education
.

'and 'the Supdrintendent maintained their policies throughOut the 1930's.

World War II brought federal money to Atlanta's beleaguered schools'

- - w hich was to be used for vocational needs dictated by the priorities of the

national government. Tvio hundred and eighty-three students were.enrolled-

in various vocational 'shops, including machine, automobile, aviation, sheet

metal, wood, electrical, and chemical -shops.. .In 1941, Atlanta made Overtures'

to Fulton County Nhic4 encompasses_ much of the city] to prepare a joint
. .

.5.
,,-

'request for federal funds to open a vocational=technical school, a project
..

not completed until after the war. By 1943,-the Superintendent reported

.that half of the Opportunity School enrollment, 2,436 people, was,engaged

in war production training classes. While the end of the war brought-the

end of many of these. special courses, it also coincided with a major change

in the leadership. of the vitervand a new ?mphasis on vocational studies,

at least in theory. A new Superintendent recommended in 1945 that the system

1, , ,

adopt a .K-7-5-V program of grade divisions. The V was for vocational and

emphasized tat vocational studies were to be considered outside of the
.

reguliriurricUlum: By the end' of the 1940's one'White and one Black

--vocational high school, and one joint city- county vocational-technical ,

school were in operatioh. The attitude of the SCh ol Board regarding the
,

possibility of providing various opportunities for different stunts

through.a diversif ied curriculum is.best summarizl by the 1947 statement

o

t

sk.



of the Vice chairman of the Board.: The single common program [for all

students] with electives provided under the guidance of adequate counseling

is the most intelligent way to meet the unique needs of individuals.
"i)

The Board still, believdd in the absolute predominance of traditional academic

courses in the high schools, even to the point of espousing individual

development through a common program. There were two exceptions, however.,
;>,

to the general stress on academic programs.

One exception, as always, concerned Blacks. The schools were still

segregated, and Blacks still received a minimal share of the school board'es

resources by any stpdard. Academics, so important in the White schools,

received less attention in the Black schools. The shop courses-found in
a.

the White vocational school which might have led to middle-class, blue-

collar.employmerit, in the building trades for Instance, were notably

lacking at the Black vocational high school. That school's curriculum

included courses in' domestic service, drafting, Shoe repair, homemaking,.

. practical pursing, gardening, tailoring, and beauty culture. The

vocational school for Blacks was to be in no sense a path for,a change

in the economic or social status of Blacks. 4

A second exception to the general neglet of vocational studies by the

Board wasin the at, of post-secondary education. A jointy city-Fulton

County school was opened in 1947 and by.1948 had an enrollment of over 2;400;

it was-also segregated. This school, funded with state money, was the fore-

runner of the current Atlanta Area Technical School. It was intended to

provide job-ready graduates, extensively prepared, for entry level positions

in a number of trades, particularly construction trades.

The status of.education and vocational education remained fiirly

.static in Atlanta throughout the 1950's and early 1950's..- The system

111
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grew but remained basically a segregated bastion of academic education.

Vocational programs and schools had been initiated, but in no case were they

.-considered more than an adjunct to the real purpose of the school system. She

biggest impetus to vocational education came fnom outside the school system

in the form of guidance and money from the state or federal goVernment for

specific projects. The situation did not change' much until the mid-1960's

with the advent of desegregation and the increased federal involvement

in the educational procesi; these two issues became dominant in the school

system and vocational education in the 1960's and remain so in the 1980's.

Desegregation of the Atlanta schools began in May of 1961 when ten

Bladk high school students entered previously all-White schools, but the

biggest change came during ble period 1963-1965. integration `and the 'changing

economic status of cities, including' Atlanta, led to an enrollment that was

in 1980 91 percent Black. The mayor,'Superintendent of Schools, and President

of the School Board are all Blacks. Discrimination against Blacks by White

officials has been eliminated within the/official structure, but the problems.

'ofpoveky and social discrimination linger on. Atlanta and its school system

have become homes for largely Brack, economically lower-class citizens and

students. .The inference might be made that this situation has significantly

altered the Sch9o1 Board's traditional view of vocational education, making the

Board more interested in funding vocational programs, particularly those

.which prepare students for jobs. That inference Mould seem to be strengthened

tthrough a cursory view of Atlanta's participation in 'several federal vocational

programs in the 1960's and 70's. But there is considerably mixed evidence,

based on personal interviews, on sot visits and on statistical data, which

tends to dis ute. that inference.

. None less, Atlanta did take part several projects which enhanced

vocational education in the last fifteen years. In 1968 the Hoke Smith

s

19
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Vocational School, the descendent of the original joint city-county school

O

opened in 1947,.beeame the Atlanta Area Technical School and moved into-

''a modern facility. iIn 1964 the Atlanta school system was the'only don-
.

private industry io,receive furiding under the Manpower and

for a project titled "Human Relations Approach to Gaining,and Maintaining

Employment." The goal of the project was to identify "hard:core" unemployable'

youths and guide them through vocational experiences to successful employment.
18

ev, Over 1.2 million dolldrS went into t,4- program, of which $400,000.00 went

directly to the Aithful participants. Later in 1964, Atlanta became one
. s*

of twelve school systems invited to join in the development of a comprehensive

0

secondary school curriculum project under the auspices of the Adult and.

Vocational Research Division Qf the United States Office of EducatiOn. The

project intented to create a. high school cu culum that would integrate 1 41

academic and vocational courses. This project wa`s to last several years

and its chief result was the installation of such a curriculum into two,

of the city's high schools:19 A deia'iled study of one Of these schools

will 'be made later:

In 1968 the Aty initiated the Child Development Program which was

- /

to prepare students for employment or upgrading.in their presentjobs. This )4/

project was funded from federal 'Vocational. Education fdnds and offered adult7),

short-term-courses, high school Cooperative and laboratory courses, and
,

4 limited.e*ollment postrsecondary, program.
20

Also in 1968, the School Board

heard a report from the ygar old Occupational InforMation Center which had
ir ,

prepared Occupational Briefs on eighty-.Hve.lausinesses, industries, and
. -,..---

other lay* employes-4p,the Atlanta metropolitan area.
21

It may be
. si.

remembered that this had/been a-Tecommemdation of the Strayer-report in

1922. The center was funded by the state. rn 1970 the Board of Education

SO

A.
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reviewed some of the programs underway-in the schools from grades three

throcigh twelve.

On'the elementary school., level, the Occupational

Inforniation Materials,PrOject funded through

Title III had located and developed materials
,

--

.

..

suitable fdr children in'grades three through -

19

eight and field-tested them in 14 schools. ;II the
. .

middle schools, a Program for EdOcation and, Career

ExploraAion specifically designed for the stud9 of

)

.
.

.

occupations was offered in 13 schools with approx-

,. imately 1,300 students enrolled. The usual Home
,--

Economics, Induttrial Arts, and Business Educetion.4:'

courses were available in ihe_hgh schools. Two

high schools--Washington and Carver--had been

designated as'Area Comprehensive High Schools,. which

meant they had to offer'vocational irainirt in

`six or mlre areast At the post- secondary level,

of course, the Atlanta Area Technical Sehool

provided t'aining in 45 occupational areas.
22

a

.
The range of these programs., from third grade to Nelfth, was extended

by the Atlanta Area Technical School which was.offering post high school
A

rses in forty-five vocational areas.' To gome extent, the wide range

of programs- throughout a student's school years iithe result of federal

money for specific programs in elementary andtsecondary schools. But it

is, also ind tiVe of, a State of Georgia policy in yocational education;~
.

....

.4...

a policy that A lanta's effortsAave not always coincided witiindeed, ,-
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the present state of vocational-education.in Atlanta-is a complex web of

sometimes conflicting, sometimes confusing policies and directives', stemming .

- ,
.

in part from the tripartite arrangement of federal; state#,and locale

, c .

regulations and educational phiosophies. We can begin toexamine thi'S',

complex web by turning tojthe-Atlanta School Boardisebureaucratic structures. _

r '

Figure one is the organizational chart for the Atlanta publTd-chools'

1
vocational education structure. It Will be noted that the Assistant t.lper-

intendent for Vocational Education and Spedial Servides, is linked to both

:the Atlanta ,school system, of which he-is an employee, and to'..the State

Department of Vocational EducatJon. This ,division reflgets flop only the

role of'the state in,providing guidelines, to the local tchool boards;and

their superynter nts, but also the fact that the State of- Georgia provided

s

56 percent of the $7,4,182.00 in revenues for vocational education at
4.

the secondary level in 1978;79, the last year for which data are currently

available. "The state percentage for the entire Atlanta school systeM's

expenditures was only'35.2, considerably less than their,specjfic'contribu-

tion'to vocational eduCation: At the'post77secondary level, the state-
. I- _

involvement is even greater,-65 percent of the funds for thekaanta 'Area

-Technical School come from the state. Its physical plant, opened in 1968,
a

was financed equally be the, state and the city, although the ,city ,donated

the land.

There are some other revealing features on the organizationalchart.

For instance, although there are twenty-two public high schdols'in Atlanta,

all of which supposedly have Some form of vocational education, only five ,/

have Vocational supervisors. This fact becomes important,when the attitudes

and abilities of the guidance counseIoA and vocational education teachers
4 4

who perform the duties of. vocational supervisors in the remaining seventeen

22 -
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'highschools are considered. A.persistent theme that arose atevery

' interview conducted for this paper, among university faculty members who

workIjiththe high schools,N§tate officials, and school system employees,

was the lack of understanding and respect for vocational instruction that

permeatesthe ranks of guidance counselors, in the.high schools. The consensus

of.opinion-4-opinion expressed by,people with frequent, sometimes daily

contact with counselors - -was that counselors discouraged vocational studies

it a viable alternative to academic studies for all but the'least academically

inclined.. Among counselors, academic preparation' is the standard, even

in watered dawn forms; college preparation. is considered tofkg of primary
.

importance. Non-college bound academics come second, and vocational programs

Abe last. It might be that this rating reflects a commitment to the ultimat4

desirability of a our year college Aegree; but it does not necessarily

reflect a pragmatic assessMent,of the realities of Atlanta's society or

its students. It may also reflect a.caryover of Atlanta's traditional

emphasis on academic education as discussed earlier. That hypothesis will

gain some-support when the role of:the-school board is discussed later.

First,4however, the role played in vocational education by the two groups-
,

that are imdirect.and constant contact with,the students, the guidance

counselors and the teachers, must be studied. Thepcounselors are supposed
w

. ,

to be aware of the needs and assets of the students, and have the mandate

to match those students with appropriate school programs 141ing'to success-

ful life outcomes. The.vocational teachers should be prepared and competent

to direct and assist, teach and train the students; in addition, the vocational
4.

.
,

teacher should be prepared to fulfill the non-teaching functions astociated .44
v - 4 4

(
with public education.

Whatever the.cause, statistics seem to show that vocational education

25



should'be.a stronger alternative forvAtianta's students than it is WhiTC\

42.3 percent of tlanita's high school-graduatos.went on to two or four

yearScof college proAms immediately after graduation, only 10.1 percent

,
went straight into vocatiOnal programs. If vocational education was offered-

to the students as a serious alternative, at least in pragmatic terms, then

students at. both ends of the academic scale might have been Ittricted. Both
0-

those who dropped out before graduation and thoirwho entered but were unsuited

for college Might have been potential vocational students if cbunselors. were

.

:..-.:,.

t- .

willing to recommend the program. One vocatiOnal educator interviewed for.'
this paper made Ois statement: "If-I'could get students from the top ten

percent of their classes to ask guidance counselors bout vocational courses;.
. .

I'd- 4tause heart attacks in every counseling office im,the city." Ev,ery

other person interviewed agreed with this statement.23

Speculation aside, it ts,a fact that the 42.3 percent)ffgure was a system°
.

average; some schools in affluent neighborhoodS have as Will as 73 percent

o f giaduating students attending college; therefore, the college tidund students

at the schools in pojc-inner-city areas are few ilsnumbere At the vocational -

school visi d for this projeCt, the percentage of students going on to college

is 13.1. ow perdentages in inner-city schools like the one visited created

the 42.3 average, but obversly, no high figure from thosesame inner-city

schools of students attending vocational schoolS raised the system averag

. students attending_vocatiOnal schools above 10.1 )percent, "Thus, inner-city

/

students were not going on to college, but neither were they going on to

vocational schools. Now can this figure be undercut by Speculating that

.many students did not go on to ecational schools because they had

already achieved job -ready status ih high school prograMs; only 11.7

percent of the graduating seniors are listed as having gone on toAkilled

jobs, and that is if clerical/sales jabs were considered Skilled. "

Further, as will be discussed later, there isdisagreemeht about whether

t high -schdols ap, or even should prepaNtudeas directly.for sRedfl
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'employment.)
7

-Obviouslo,, guidance counselors cannot be, accused of bearing the sole
I

responiibili for the low esteem in which vocational education is sometimes

held--another recurring of the interviews. But they are the hired

agents of the school systems who,are charged with the duty of perceiving
a

the abilities and desires of the students and guiding them accordingly. If

counselors hold vocational programs in -low esteem, their guidance of students ,

toward or away from these programs will reflect their views. The second

group with responsibility for the running of vocational programs within

the schools in-the absence of,vodational supervisors is the teachers of

the vocational courses. Consideration of their ability to provide direction

and guidanCe for their students'or their own-programs -raises the problem of .

their professional qualifications as educators and their competence as
ea

instructors.
. .

The State of Georgia provides'a program outline of coursework require-

ments for certification of vocational instructors, but the hiring and training

process is left entirely up-to the-school,system; in fact, it is actually left

to each'school. result there is no way of guaranteeing even minimum

quality, either within the field to\be taught, or within education as a

profession. The result is a solely on-the-job training program mixed with a

weeding-out process based solely upon failure on the job. Interviewees at all

levels of the vocational education program in Atlanta, teachers, administrators.

principals, and directors, stated that there is a wide range of quality

within the ranki of vocationallinstru tors.25 Of course there is probably
. ,

At\

..*Ik-a wide range of abilities among ieac ers of all'subjects, but the problem

is exacerbated among vocational instructors,by the aIthost total lack of

professional education experience or training among the teachers of

27
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'vocational courses. While the on'the job training process canna always

ensure that prospective teachers are even proficient in the fields they are to

teach, the lack of educational experience and training provided by the minimal

state requirements means that effectiveness at communicating the subject or

cooperating as a member of the educational bureaucracy in a scfiool is, not

seriously addressed in the training. The problem is worsened by the reliance

on.illdividual schools and systems to provide training, and by do apparent,

and openly stated, disdain for-vocational instructors with post-secondary degrees

among administrators.
26

The only state regulations limiting who can be hired are that if a .

vocational field is governed-by a licensing board, the prospective' teacher

must have a license, and that the prospect must have worked full-time for

two years in the field. There are no educational requirements. If hired,

the teacher receives a three-year, non-renewable teaching certificate. During

the termof.that certificate, the teacher must successfully pass thirty quarter

hours of vocational education courses, fifteen fl'om an accredited college

which\nay include general education courses, and fifteen as staff. development

units which are special, non-college courses'offec.ed to vocational instructors.

At the end of three years, if the thirty-hour requirement has been met, the

:teacher can apply for a five-yqar Vocational. Renewable Certificate; duAng .

the course of this certificate, ten more hours of college courses or staff

development units must be comp3eted. A teacher who bias fulfilled the require-

ments of the first three year certificate and who has,an associate or bachelor's

degree can be exempted from the ,ten hour requirements of the five-year

certificate.
27

Other than these two certificates, there are no requirements

regarding teacher abilities or training. Betause", as admitted--in fact, pro-

. .

claimed - -by school principals and directori, many vocational teachers have

.
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neither the background nor the ability to do college level work, either

,because of,little previous' education or an inability to take tests or be a

student, Special effort\bften have to be.m'ade to assure admittance to and

completiorof college requirements. Georgia State University faculty and

staff members work closely with the city high schools,and -the Atlanta Area

4' Technical School to prepare teachers for admission into the university, often

.

. under special admission policies. Nonetheless, administrators at the schools

claim-that some good teachers are lost because of their
i
nability to meet

.

. these minfmalirequireMents.

At,stated above, the comment was often made that college educated

vocational teachers were dot as highly regarded as thos who had never attended
t

college. College graduates were accused of several faults: of being too theory

Oriented, rather than practical; of not aving enough work experience; of

not having the,prOperattitude for a vocational preparation.program; and of
. ,

interfering in administrati;ve affair;.28 That these college- degreed teachers are prepare

for the piperwork tasks of.being a teache , like preparing course outlines,

study Plans, and bureaucrAtic forMs, was not seen as an'effective counter-
,

t balance to their perceived liabilities. Some interesting inferences can be ,

drawn from these comments. First, if there is an anti-vocational bias among

academics, there may be an anti - academic bias among vocational administrators;

It would seem that a teacher with both a'college degree and two ybars of on-

therjob experience, the state requirement, would be a fine example of the

best union of both sidet. gut, as stated, those teachers are less highly-

regarded than teachers with no college experience. Another problem is that

One frequently used source for instructors in the past, the military, was

criticized by vocational administrator's as producing lower quality personnel

every year. Second,-faced with teacher shortages because of the declining

`f 29
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role of the military and because of the salary competition from private industry;

administrators were unanimous in declaring that-they did not suRpart an

a
increased role for the colleges in providing teachers. It may be that they

believe that practical training is the only good way to produce effective

vocational instructors, but, in 'Atlanta, most of-`the idministrat s,-principals,

and directors -,of vocational programs and schools are not voca

theliselves; they are mostly from the ranki of professional public school

administrators. Most of the administrators at.the technical school come from

onal educators' : *

.the Atlanta school system's administrative ranks; promotion from within the

technical schools ranks to the administration is minimal.. The notion expressed

by' these administrators that stu0Ants who are being trained in vocational

fields cannot be, effectively taught by professionally educated teachers is

inconsistent with the principle on which they were chosen to administer the

programs. Perhaps the school administrators appreciate the wide leeway that

the lack of stronger state' uidelines provides them ip hiring and, training

vocational teachers; perhaps the perceived deficiencies among college

trained teachers reflects an inherent tension between academics and ,,vocation-
,

alism even within the ranks'of vocational educators. Whatever the cause,

teacher training and certification requiremerits represent an area of concern

that is inconsistently dealt with in the Atlanta school system,

The Wing process is totally controlled by the individual schools';

the city school system's persOnnel office merely advertizes the openings and

directs the applicants to the school. Although' there Are minor differenceg

among the schools, the hiring process ip basically the same. The principal

or director interviews the applicant for general information, usua'Ily based

upon the principals personal ideas about what is important.in a vocational

teacher's background or ideas, even though the principal is rarely a

30
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-vocational educator. Advice may be asked from a vocational coordinator or

section head, usually concerning the technical knowledge of the applicant.

The choice, however, is the principal's. alone.

As the vast majority of those hired So not have post - secondary` degrees

or teacher training, there is a four-fold process of training for new teachers

in the Atlanta system. One part is through the state certification require-
;

, ments already discussed. A second part is through a state sponsored and

fUnded program administered by four universities throughout the state; in

the Atlanta area, the program is conducted through the Vocat ional and Career

Development Department at Georgia State University. Two faculty members wor k

. with administrators and teachers to provide training on how to%e a teacher.

The program includes a summer session at the univerei.ty., visits to the teacher!'

at their schools, prepraration and delivery of practical, how-to manuals,

and, in 1.980 -81, the establishment of several curriculufn materials and '

j information centers.. The university'faculty members are also the coordinators

for admission-to the university. There are only two'people fulfilling this
1

function for all of the high schools and technical schools in one-fourth of

the state; they each' cover approximately twenty-five schools. During the

summer session of 180, Georgia.State,initiated/i new program that was geared

to practical, low level instruction based upOn_ihe swifiC programs at the

teacher's own schools. Prior to this, and currently at the; other three univer-

sities performing this function, the summer session was a strictly academic,

basically theoretical program. The Georgia State University.professors decided

that the newly-hired teachers who were required to take the summer course

needed much more basic information. The students, after several days at the.

university, are sent back'to their schools to gather information about their

specific` duties and to gain familiarity with their environment; from equipment

31
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to the school's secretarial-staff. They are given checklists to follow for

questions to ask, forms.to see, and shops to exarhine. After further training'

at the university, the students write lesson_plans and performance objectives
...is 7

in the form of'contracts which are.to be monitored by the superiors. The

course material" is very pragmatic, prograpmed, and simplified. (See Figure 2)

The administrators interviewed for this study were very enthusiastic about

, .

this.progrem; however, the simplistic 'style raises some question about those

administrators' .perception of the ability of the teachers to absorb even basic

instruction.

Atlanta "Area Technical, School has an in-house training program for new

teachers; such a program is not.a state requirement and does not exist at

other vocational schools111thin the Atlanta metropolitan area. The program

has two, parts; first, all newly hired teachers are required to attend a two-
,

week orientation cl(ss in which thischools' procedures paperwdrk, and support

services are reviewed, as well as how to maintain discipline; how to write

a lesson plan, and 'how to do all necessary paperwork. Second, there are ler

, administrative staff people who are designated as curriculuth and staff develop-

ment aides who are'available for gdidance.and advige.29 None offthese four

are non-degreed vocational edUcation teachers who have risN from the rank9;.
4

the assumption seems to be that while workers can teach theirworkfield, they

cannot teach educOibnal-techniques, even if they have the experieTar. In

fatt, none of the administrative staff is non-degreed, and only one director

of'a vocational-technical school in the state is non-degreed.

Georgia "also participates _in Project SERVE (SuPPorti0e-Efforts for

_Regular Vocational Education) which is designed to prepare sedondary and,post-
45

-- secondary vocational education teachers,for the education of academically

isadvantaged students. This program will be studied as part of the school
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A good Instructor 'will always be pre-..
pared, be neat in .appearance and per-
form with confidence .

.4.
. .

... and be friendly and cooperative

. . . show enthusiasm to his class and
attempt to make them feel at ease.

. He should have well 'prepared
Lesson Plan, to insure he stays focused
on the objective .
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systees vocational'offerings later in the paper:

31

There seems to be a discrepancy between the stated needs and desires

of vocational education leaders'in the Atlanta school system and the methods

that they espouse for,m eting them, at least in the area of faculty Oofession-

alism. After stating a hope that'vocational education would take its place

alongside academic preparation as,a viable ed tfOnal-alternative, after

.-criticising the attitudes of.counselors and even the Board of Education

regarding the value of vocational studies, and after stating a belief that

vf5sponal education must and will grow throughout the rest.of this century,

. these administrators express a desire to cling to a system of teacher training

and selection that provides at best an on the.job training experience for

teachers which does little to combat a situation which rein-Ices the image
4

of vocational- stydiesas Second class. There is ar underlying assumption

that either the ability to do something entaili the ability to teach it, or

that teaching vocational subjects requires less professional preparation

(if any at,a11) than teaching other subjects. In the meantime,'studerits

continue to be the guinea pigs for-the training of teachers who may or may

not succeed. The prejudice which.vocat4onal educators perceive among.-

academics -seems to be reciprocal 'further widening te breach between the

-two fields. AP

It is not necessary-to advocate college preparation for all vocational

instructors to upgrade their teaching ibility; it is probably true. that some

good teachers are lost because of their weak academic ability. But some

. form of preparation for the job of teacher should be offe4d before the

instructors start teaching. There should be some method of ensuring the

ability .4o Oais on knowledge within an.educational setting, a different

competency from. the ability to perform a particularjob skill.

34 .
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Whatever the qualification,of the instructors, the vocational

education programs in the AtlinIta Public ,School System are 14rge and diverse

The high school programs will be studied first.

The vocational education classes in the Atlantatschool systs high .

-.schools served 50,591 students in 283 pnigrams in 1978-79; the total of

Mk r

students includgs duplication over a three quarter period, so the same students

could be counted three time's. There are np figures'available detailing tow

,many students receive no, one quarter, two quarters,, etc., of vocatio71 ..0

4

education. There wee 30,580 students enrolled in high school that year,

with an average daily attendance of,24,049:--Table 2 below lists the.occupa-

tional areas, the number of programs, andwthe student enrollmint.3° Table

3.is a listing of all the programs and a statement of the goals tor, each

program.

TABLE 2

's

Occupational Areas iklo. of Programs Duplicated Program
Enrollments (3 etes.)

A. Cooperative Programs

A

1. Distributive Education 18 802

2. VOT (Including 1 Intensive 22 801

Office Procedure)
153.,0H5 o 642

4. DCT 9 531

.

B. Vocational/Practical Arts
1. Busineft Education '54 42,010
2. Home Economics(Consumer)' 27 - 11,892

3. Industrial Arts 59 .14,349

4. Trade and Industrial. 32 2,000

5. Horticulture . 1 166

6. CVAE 12 683

7. PECE 25 6,085

8. .Health OccUpations 4 -408

9. RXI 2 44

10. Occupational Home 'Economics 3 17S

TOTALS: 283 5p,594

35
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TABLE 3
4ot

Program. Statement of Purpoie Student ,

Group Served
Related
Club

'Agricultural Occupations

Ornamental Horticultuhe,
provides opportunities

Grides ]0-32,
o

Ornamental Horticulture

- 4

for pupils to prepare for
agricujtural occupations,

Future Farmers of America .

is an integral activity

which aids agricultural
educatibn in making
contributions to the
guidance and total general
development of pupils.

: Grades 9 -12. FutOre
. Farmers.

of
America
fFFA")

Business and Office.
Occupations

Business Education

Intensive Office
Proceduret

VocationakOfftpe
Training (VOT)

*Nob

t r

Business Education provides
opportunities for students
to develop interests, skills
and knowledge in selected
aspects of business and
office occupations.

Intensive Office Procedures
is designed to enhance

' specific marketable skills
in specific office occupations-
utilizing the "total job
environment" approach.

Vocational Office Training is .

a cooperatiye work training
program for students who
are preparing for employment
in business' and office .

occupations%

. Grade 8
(Exploratory)
Grades 9 -10
,

Grades 11 & 12

Grades 11 & 12

p

Future Business Leaders of , Any student 14 Future

America is the student years old and Business

organization for business who has not Leaders

and office occupations. FBLA completed high of

provides addit4onal 1. school .- America

opportunities for students .. FBLA

to develop leadership
qualities and an understanding,
of_the wdhld of work in
business and office occupations. 36
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-TABLE 3, Continued

Program
.

Statement of Purpose Student Related
Group Served Club

Distributive .and

Marketing Occupations

) Distributive Education

(DE)

N

Health Occupations

Distributive Education ts a
cooperative work training
program to -enhance the

specific competencies' needed
by 'students in sales and
marketing careers. A

Distributive Educat Clubs-
of America is4 the student
organization fol. distributive
education. DECA provides a
program of activities high:
lighting career development,
economic understanding
citizenship; and leadership
development'in the marketing
and distributive 'eTds..

'/Health Occupations i1sa
program of instruction
designed to provide planned
experiences to impart
knowledge aid acquire skills
tequired to support the
health profession.

Grade. 10

(orientations)
Grades 11 & 12

Grades 10-12 Distvibutive
Education
ClUbi of

. America
(DECA)

Grades 10-12

/",

) Home Economics-
Related Occupations

bnsuMer and Mime-
Making

4 Occupational Home
Economics

Consumer and Homemaking explore Grade 8
-the-skills.of per onal and, (exploratory) .

social develo ,-Copsumer Grades 9-12
iducation, Personnel Management, ,

Nutrition/Food Preparation, and
Textiles/Clothing.

Occupational Home Economics Grades 11 & 12 .

programs are designed for the
career development of persons -4

who have employment objectives
in a variety of .occupations
which utilize home-economics
knowledge-and skills. 1
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TABLE 3, Continued

Future Homemakers of America- Grades 9-12
HERO functions as an integral
part of home economics program.
This student organization
provides an xtension of

activities b and the classroom
which enhanc learning activities.

Future
Homemakers
of

America7HERO
(FHA-HERO)

Trade and Industrial
Occupations

_Trade and Industrial
Education

Diversified CooperativeCooperative
(raining Program (OFT)

(r

Program of Education
and Career Exploration
(PECE)

oordinated Vocational
Academic Education
(CVAE)

I
Trade and Iltdustrial Education Grades 1

\ includes and industrial pursuit,
skilled or semi-skilled trade,
graft or occupation which
directly functions in the
designing, production, pFocessing,
assembling, servicing Or repairing
of any product.

Diversified Cooperative Training is Grade
a cooperative work training (ditientation)

programwhich provides practical ,Grades 11 .8( 12-

on-the-job'work experience for
students to gain employability
Malls in the trades and industrial

0-12

occupations.

"Vocational Industrial Clubs of
America is an integral part of the

. trade and industrial programs.
VICA is designed to develop
leadership abilities in,sgadents.

Programs of Education and. Career
Exploration provides in-depth
experience for 8th grade students
to-eXplore the world of work in
school and the business Community.

Coordinated Vo6ational Academic
Education is a support program
for vocational education programs.
CVAE is designed to mediate
academic deficiencies, to

assist the economically dis-
advantaged in order that these
students may succeed in
vocational programs.

Vocational Clubs of America is
designed to encourage student
participation in civic,:social
and school activities.

38

Grades 10 -12 Vocational
Industrial

Clubs of
America
(VICA)

Grade 8

Grades 9-12

r

Grades 9-12 Vocational
Clubs of
America

(VOCA)



Related Vocati
Instruction (VR

STABLE 3, Continued

Related Vocational Instruction
is designed to serve identified
handicapped students who cannot
succeed in 'regular vocational
programs without special
assistance.,

)-BradeS 9-12

a

Industrial Arts Provides opportunities' or
students to develop interest,
skills, knowledge,.and an
appreciation for industrial
technology.

Grades 8-12 Industrial
Arts Club'
of America

r
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In addiefbn td these' programs, there are +-7-

OCCUPATIONAL TIOME ECONOMICS CHILD DEVELOPMENT .'. . A

laboratory preparatory program.for'eleventh and twelfth

grade youths who will betrained'as aidei for preschool

programs. Two years are spent in this program. The

irst year is spedt operating a pre-school program'on thgThigh

school campus. The second year is spent in cooperatiVeWork:

experiences in a pre-school progi-aM.

and, .

4

OCCUPATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS FOOD SERVICE COOP. (OSC). .

cooperaiiye program-for training eleventh and twelfth grade

students in food, service occupation's through on- the -job-
.t

experiencesand class related instruction.

There are aTho s &veral work, support programs two ofwIfich kre funded.

through the Comprehensive Employment and Tt4ining Adt (CETA).

IN SCHOOL WORK EXPERIENCE PROGRAM (ISWE) .

P
. . A traini4

program funded by CETA (Comprehensive Employmelgrand Training
-At

Act). This is a flancial assistance program that provides

jobs for needy students,iages 34 throUgh'21), enabling them to

remain in school. Students are exposed to constructive work

habits and attitudes with emphasis on matching their career

objectives and job placements.

YOUTH EMPLOYMENT TRAINING PRJECT. . . A CETA funded demonstra-

tion project,(CETA Title III Act, YEDPA 1977) providing work

experiences for students 15-21 years of age whose potentialifor

siccess falls below the average. It is aimed at helping students

-5
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who need financial help as well as intensive counseling

due to poor attendance and negative attitudes,toward

school. The main objective is to keep students in school

until they graduate.

Those programs4which provide on7the-job, paid work experience:

. . are administered by the Atlanta Public Schools with the

cooperation of funding agencies such as the Office of Adult

2

and Vocational Education and federal funding through CETA

Title III.--gobt are provided by local business, federal,

state, and other non-profit community agencies.

- [Attachment l].iives a breakdown of each Work Experience

Program by schools according to the enrollment, number of

students employed, .the average number of hours each student

"works weekly, and the average houHyla.lary. These data

reflect a three-quarter average.

r

Table 4 shows the summary 'of student earnings through these programs,

- a totalof $2,711,903.28. Table 5 is a. specific break-down of enrollment

. by program and sducceof earningas shown in the school system's 1978-79

- ,ok . f

' .

Statistical Report.

4

.1,

'D.

71

41
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TABLE'4

Atlanta Public Schools

COOPERATIVE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,

Summary of Student Earnings
by Programs
FY 1978-79

Occupational Area Earnings

Coordinated Vocational Academic Education (CVAE)

Diversified Cooperative Training (DCT)

Distributive Education (DE)

Occupational Home economics

Vocational Office Training (VOT)

CETA FUNDED. PROGRAMS

In School 'Work Experience Program

.Youth employment Training Program

42

$ 104,786.21

O

271,441.82

,765,414.37

90,971.15

1,038,989.17
Sub-Total $2,270,702.72'

254,045.06

187,155.50
Sub-Total $ 441,200.56

TOTAL $2,711,903.28

4 e

0
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TABLE 5
I

\ 40 .

/I. Secondary School Vocational Programs Enrollment

'A. Cooperative Programs

or
1. Distributive Education 990

2. Vocational Office Training 853

3. Occupational Home Economics a 642

4. Diveriified Coopeiltive Training 531

B. Viitational and Practical Arts Programs

1. Business Education 12,010

2. Home Economics ' 11,892

3. Industrial Arts 14,349

4. Trade and Industrial 2,000

5. Horticulture ' 166

6. Cooperative Vocational/Academic Education 683

7., Program of Education/Career Exploration
A

6,085

8. Health Occupations , 408

9. Related Vocational Instruction 44

. v

C. Students Employed through Cooperative Programs

1. .Distributive tducatiod
. 484

2. Vocational, Office Training 584.

3. Diversified Cooperative Training
I 280

4. Occupational Home Economics 178

II. Cooperative Vocational Education Student Earnings Amount'

1. Distributive Education $ 765,414.37

2. Vocational Office Training 1,038,989.17

3. Diversified Cooperative Training 1 271,441.82

'4. Occupational Home 'Economics 90,071;15

5. Cooperative Vodational/Academic Education 104,786.21

43

! TOTAL $2,270,702.72
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Georgia also participates in Project SERVE (Supportive EffOrts for

Regtilar-Vocational Education) which is for the benefit of certain vocational

students. Pftject -SERVE Ts designed to prepare secondary and post-secondary

vocational education teachers for the education of academically disadvantaged

-students. Atlanta serves as the.-CePitral Center fOr six Satellite Centers

throughout the state. As the city's vocational education repbrt describes

'it:

Instructional specialists in these centers work with

the regular vocational instructors to locate, evaluate-,

calssify,, and disseminate materials that have been used

sucessfully' in teaching disadvantaged 'students. The

improyements and modificatiOns of ,instructional materials 1

already in use are other important conCerns:

Funding for grants to local school systems participating

in:SERVE has been made, available through the 1976 Vocational

idUcation Act. The State Department of Education allocates

funds to participating systems for the purchase of materials,

41. ,

staff development, sand travel-expenses: .Eachlocal"system

makes'the program a support service to:complement the

instructional services already rendered.

, The program provides optional exit points, specialized

supplementary instructional materials and techniques,
. i

-arid staff development for participants.

The goals of the program are to improve the effect-

iveness of.the vocational education prograM fol" disadvantaged

students, to increase enrollments and placementl of

or
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' disadvantaged students, and to increase the

maihstreaming of disadvantaged students:

At the present time, the Central Center of-Project

SERVE hass23,seconclary and 22 post-secondary regular

vocational instructors participating from the Atlanta

Public School System.31

dr
As will be seen when the academic achieVeme of Atlanta's school children

iis reviewed, such a program is sorely nee d irk the schools. Also, it should

be noted that funding is strictly federal., not local; that is the nature

of many of the programs in the Atlanta schools, including specific programs

of education within the larger vocational curriculum. The relationship among

the various levels of gove:rnmental programs, intentions, arid discrepancies

will be our text topic.

,

It has been stated that.the vocational education effort within the

Atlanta school system reflects federal, state, and local funding and directives.

It might be nferred that such an arrangement implies close cooperation in.

a united effort toward common goals. There exists, however, a division in

Atlanta,between Atlanta and the federal government, as represented by the.
-

Vocational-Amendments of.1976, and the state over a very-basic question;-

the immediate purpose of,vocational education in the high schools.' The State

of Georgia's, goals for high'schoOl vocational studies hal'ie been-centered

on a cluster concept of.aourses.-Supposedly,,the student can take one or

more courses in a specific cluster of related courses, a woodworking class

in an industrial carpentry cluster, fortexample., Then after exposure to
F

that field, the student may move on to another cluster.' The theory has

these major tenets: 1) Students.in high school-
(

enough to dhoose a specific occupational field

45

are, not mature or experienced

and stay with it.' 2).Exposure



1.

to several clusters allow the stdent.to:Choose a field. 3) Basic

training ilLthat field can be given so that the graduate will be able to

go on to a vocational school, training program, apprenticeship', or entry-

level position. This state concept places vocational ',cation in high schabl

as part of a first-grade through post-secondary program. As the Georgia

State-Plan fqr the Administration of Vocational Education: Under the

-Vocational Amendmlits of 1976 states, the philosophy of

vocational education programs developed to serve the

population of high school age and below can best be

conducted,in a single school setting as an integral part

of a total curriculum des4ed to-prepare student's for

entry employment or further vocational education at the

post secondary level.
32

The high school program is just one of a five part prOgram:

I. To promote career activities designed to help

elementary school age chdldrin select future

education leading to an appropriate career.

II. To provide students in middle school grades with

exploratory and pre-votatidnal programs and

experiences designed to assist them in making

vocational choices.

III. To provide students ofehigh school age with access

41 .to vocational education kpgraMs designed to prepare
tt,

them for future job entry or specialized post-

lecondary education.
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IV. To provide adults with general education programs

leadling to the equivalent of a high school education

and enabling-them-to become more employable,

prodUctive and responsible citizens.

0
V. To provide vocational education for adults and other

legally eligible citizens who need to develop or

upgrade skills or emplOyment'and enterpreneurship

A recent study by the Uni rsity of Georgia of this five part program suggests

that effectiveness is achieved if.a student continues through all the steps.
1.

But varying degrees of school participation, student transfers, and differing

degrees of TocrItinding and local dedication' to vocational educttion all

undercut that effectiveness.
4

At first glance, it would seem that the state's directives on vocational

-education would carry some weight, but, while its directives are technically

followed, there is d difference in goals that is noted both by state and

city officials. That difference concerns the degree .of spcdtific job

readiness to be sought as a goal of the education; this is a difference that

is made more complex. by the intervention of the federal government. Before

we examine ,the City's attitude toward,vocational education, it wAld be helpful'''

1

to place their views in perspective by examining the context of their work.

The school system- 's administrators feel that they have a unique situation

as
.
an urban area in a largelyxural state and must'meet the specific needs

of their students. It is these studentS we 011 now profile. 0

The school system's total... enrollment is 89:7 percent Black in an area

in which race and poverty are related. Over 75 percent
,

of all the students

eligible for the free lunch program. Only 4 of Atlanta's 131 schools
4 N

, nOt eligible for Title I support. Fifty-one of the one-hundred and five
.

. . .

et
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elementary schools have-more than fifty percent of the students from low .

income families. The median'family incle in Atlanta, $14,261.00, is less

than in any of the surrounding counties, including one' that is largely rural.
35

Black elected and appointed officials now rule City Hall and Oe Board of

Education, but recent political triumphs have not brought significant, long-'

. range, financial improvement to the Black masses. A recent report of the

Southern Regional Council points to the precipitate rise in the number of,

Black elected officials between 1965 and 1979. But thedirector of the

'council also stated that between 1965 and 1980 "the comparative economic

status of blacks.in the South over the past thirty years has hardly improved

or in fact has,declined." In 1975, Black family income. in the South was

oily 62 percent of White income, and black men earned only 57 percent of .

what-white men earned.
36

0 0

Academically, Atlanta's students were also behind their nefghbor5 and

the rest pf the country. Their Scholastic Aptitude Test score averages were:

Verbal,- 319, Math - 350, compared to a state average of 394 and 424' for

,

-Verbal and Math, and 429 and.468 for Verbal and Math.national, averages. In

1978 Atlanta's scorF on the (Iowa Tests of Basic Skill'averaged 9, five below

the'national average; only seventeen-schools were above the national average.

The Test of Academic Progress given to Atlanta's first quarter high school

seniors revealed a grade equivalency of 8.2 /Carver High School
4

for this paper, had a grade equivalency of 6.1. No high school

10.5; 11:1 is the nationalnOrm.
38

Subject failure rates in,the

A

1978-79 were: English-18.8, Math 20.1, Social -'$Cietices 19.3, and Sciences

17.4 percent.
39

The 'failure rate per grade.was:

, visited

exceeded

high schools

9th - 16.8

10th - 1.6.3

11th - 12.7
12th - 4.1

Ww 48
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The system wide dropout rate, during the n

non-returnees, was 5.3 percent; it ranged

e month school year, excluding'

om .8 percent to 12.5 percent.

Carver'SWas 7.6 percent; perhaps a better picture of Carver!'s situation

can be, determined from ,the following statistic; of the 1,258 students enrolled
e ,

in 1978-79, only ,i28, or ten percent, graduated. On any giyenJschool day,

one fifth to' One sixth of all high school students enrolled are absent.°

In Georgia, the average number of-school years attained by people 25. years
4 I.

old was 10:8 in 1979.. Among Blacks, however, that figure was 7.3 for men

and 8.3 for women.41

Table 5 shows theyesu3ts of a poll of June, 1979 grad ates% three

months after graduation; 92.2 percent of graduates respdnded. he 52.4

percent going to college or vocational school seems high, but is undoubtedly

skewed. For-eXample, two high schools in affluent neighborhoods near the

city limits have rates of 69.2 and 71.1 per-cent of students going-to college,

exclusiVe of vocational studies.
42,

Further, these are statistics about

graduates; dropouts are already excluded.

These statistics do not approach some of the truly appalling failure

and dropout statistices.in the industrial North, but 'they do reflect a

common picture of the problems of urban education exacerbated by povertY

-and, in. the South, race. Consider this com arison of Atlanta's poverty

level in school and SAT scores to its, surrounding suburban cNnties:

. Percent on Free Lunch SAT-Verbal/Math

,Atlanta
0

75 319 / 350'

Gwinnett COOY 8.4. 404 / 437

Fulton County 45 (1424 / 463

Dbkalb Couqty 17 428 i 465

Cobb Codnty

State

National

7 423 / 456

-- 394 / 424

49 429 / 468 .

1
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O TABLE 6

CONTINUIN 'EDUCATION OR OCCUPATION

Four Years College

Two Year College

State and Vocational Schools

Other Schools

Professional Management

Clerical and Sales

Service-
O

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

_ 4

M F T

601 -768

121 203

170 234

44 107

10 7:

66 278

125 182

O
i 4

g iii
286 c-=, yArmed Service ,

0

1369 34.2

324: 0 8.1

404 10.1°

15.1 3.8

17 .4

344' 8.6

307, 7.7

323 -8.1'

0
Agriculture, Forestry, etc. .,- 0 ' q : , o , 0

,
,

Skilled " 686&.39 1079' .,' 2.7.
, .

Semi - Skilled 123 ".5, 181% y-. 4.5
O . .,...,: ,-

, ,

Unskilled . 146 Jot: 2467 6.:1

Unemployed 1)4 192 306' 7.6
e

TOTAL
I

i
1Q1.91874-24K 4079,

,,

Male Female Total la Percentage
' 4 , r. .

Education 936 . 1312 2248 ,5§:2
%N

Employment'. 938 893 1831 N, 45.7
6

d
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In addition, Atlanta is not in an old, decaying, industrial region, it 'is

a relatively prosperous community that has benefitted, as art of the Sun

Belt, from increased growth in the last 25 years. 'The question that Atlahta's

school officials face is how to construct a system that will best allow its

students to benefit from the region's growth and prosperity. The administrators

have to decide what combination and types of academic and vocational education

will serve their students' needs best. For example, given the statistics

on page 6 , which show that there are more jobs in Atlanta in trade and '

service jobS than in construction and manufacturing, what vocational programs

are most valuable? That type of decisionhoWever, must be made in a context
Alia

in which many school childcan barely read or write. The city's decision-

making process must also take into account /he area's traditional commitment

to academic courses and the state's "cluster" concept: That-concept places

vocational education in an academic context,..as part of a'process of a general

education which will lead the student t9 be able to decide upon his future

upon high school graduation.

Atlanta's vocational administrators believe that they have different

needs; they want the students to be ready to enter a jothield as trained

craftsillen in low -skill jobs, qr as appi-entices in more technical jobs. They

also believe that the 1976 Vocational Amendments to'vocational education affirm

their belief in training students for full and immediate employment upon

graduation. .

The city's votationaikeducation administfitors believe that job

preparedness is a necessary goal for a school system whose students are

largely poor academically and financially. As the principal of one

comprehensive high school said, "We should be concerned about the number

of students whop-we fail if we don't prepare them for life."
43

His

definition of, life is a job.

AI
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It must be noted, however, that vocational programs leading to immediate

jobs are found only in inner -city schools. The programs at the ihner-city

school that was visited can.be compared to programs at two stools in Are

affluent neighborhoods:

Carver High School - Auto mechanics, brick masonry, carpentry,

cosmetology, drafting, dry-cleaning, commercial

0 hooking,-machine shop, ornamental horticulture.,

power sewing, tailoripg, health occupations,
40
DCT, VOT, DE, PECE .(see pp. 32-35 for course

explanations).)

NorthsideHigh School - DE, VOT, home economics, printing shop,, typing,

testing techniques,. The school'also has a:

Performing Arts Center, open to students from any

part of the city, which has courses in music, 4and

and orchestra, voice', draMaoand stage,technical

skills.

North Fulton High-School - Typing and shorthand, home economics, pre-,

law, wood shop, mechanical drawing,'higher math,

honors English. The last two are electives, but

the school's guidance counselor stated that so

many of the school's students want to college that

these courses were vocational.

The disparity aMong these programs.does not indicate that the'Board

of Education haSsimply decided on academics for the affluent and:vocationalism

for the poor, although the.quotation by the vocational school prindipal

(see note 43) might support that view as realistic. Rather, the vocational
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administrator ite an exactly opposite problem.

An official in the office of the. Assistant Superintendent for Vocational

Education and Special Services stated that "there is 7-national recognition

for schools that teach kids how to make a living and get a job." He believed

that the traditional stress on going to college partly causes that and that
4

the Atlanta "Board and Superintendent share that way of thought unconsciously.-
,

They Will give money but won't provide public. support."44 He cited the fanfare

by. the Board over the fact that graduating seniors had received six to eight

million dollars, in scholarships and grants for their next four years in

college in 1980, while the three million per year earned by vocational students

is largely ignored. Pointing to the political nature of the Board in a city

that has always favored academic preparation over vocational education:and
, .

still does although the,Board and city4have,become ruled by Black.1 ers--

he said that "habits will change only after ,society changes." The principal

of a comprehensive.high school also pointed to the ;'lack of knowledge and

leadership about vocational eduaatibr in Atlanta. He also believed that

academics are stressed because of a""belief tn that as the only way for a

school' system" and that "administrators are academically oriented."45 The

principal .pointed out that comprehensive, largely vocational; high schools

ike his are funded throu0K the same formulas that other, more academic ..,a,
P. :

schools are. Believing,that vocational training costs more than academic

education, he calls for new forthulas.

Still, money is not the chief
A

n ed cited.in vocational schools, at least
,

.

not by the admin(tsVators. As the high school principal stated, "We findi
ways to live with our budget. We have to be careful and, know what we need.

48 t it is policy, not money, that vie need, en understanding-of tvocational]
.

needs for the future. [We cannot *apt] thetstatus quo or laissez-faire

5 3
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leadershlp."
48

Money may not be a pressing need, especially with state fund4g,

but vocational education is part of a school budget that has been traditionally-

inadequate in Atlanta, and which still ranks low in the nation. Atlanta's

schools have been undlifinanded almost continuously since their inception.

As shown earlier; the minutes of the Board reveal. one fiscal crisis after

-another during the 1930's, 40's, and 50's. Even the federal funding and growth
41.

_of Atlanta it the 1960's and 70's did not lead to funding approachinenational

averages. In 1977, Georgia's citizens spent between 4*.5 and 4.74,percent

of their personal incomes on schools; that placed the state in the bottom

half of all the states in that statistic. In addition, the per capita income

that was being taxed was nearly $900 per year below the national average

$5,531 to $6,403. The result is that only six states have higher,illitericy

rates thanGeorgia's,47 Financial problems show up in many ways. For example,

in Georgia two-thirds of teachers leave the profession \before the end of their

third,yearin the schools. According to a September 23, 1979 statement by

J. William Leach, State Director of Staff Development in the Department of

Education, quoted in the Atlanti'Journal-Constitution, "The state's startina

sa]arY ($9,641 minimum, $12,698 maximum) might be the main. reason ,newteachers

do not stay in education."' If there is a correlation between money and educa-

tional benefits, then Atlanta; as well as many other urban communities, is

facing a growing problem enrollment shrinks and the budget grows. In 1968,.

there were 103,469 students in Atlanfe'spAlic schools' the budget totalled

$566.46 per student. By 1979:attendince had declined to 68,224, while

the cost per student had'becothe $1,779.25.48 ''There is no direct proof,

however, that a lack of money has,r ulted in a detrimental educational

.
. , .

. .,

environment: Ai stated,though, inistrators seemed to.want cooperation

and coordination moresthan mone . They point-;to their success,as revealed

54
'r.
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'
in placement fi9ures , valid to their programs., 'and ask for recognition.

-On the surface, the placement figures, especially for the Atlanta
... .

Technical School, ,seem impressive. Adcording to the 1979 -80 figures, 83 percent

of grAduates were successfully placed in jobs. The placement, rates for .all

courses were: .Food Service 79%; Acdo untirrg;, 78%; Dental Office Assisting,
, .

78%; Architedtural Drawing, 77%; Cabinetmaking, 77%; Automotive Mechanics,

76%; Deisel Mechanics, J6%; Radio/TV Servicing, 76%; Auto Body and Fender,

75%; Commercial Art, 75%; Computer Data Processing, 75%; Dental Lab Technology,

75%; Electrical Construction,'-75 %; and 'Marketing, 75%. Baking, 83%, Carpentry,

82%; Cosmetology, 81%; Medical Lab Assisting, 81%; Medical Office Assisting,

81%; Aviation Maintenance, 80 %; Clerical Office, 80%;, and Industrial Drafting,
.

80t. Barbering, 100%; Machine Shop, 100; Welding,.97%; Air ConditAoning',

.96%; .Piinting,,96%; ,Electronics Technology, 94%; Major Appliances, 94%; -
e.

P ractical Nursing, 94 %;Secretarial, 93%; Bricklaying, 90%; and Data Entry/

Keypunch-, 90%. 49- The Technical School does not, however, provide information

on dropout rates from these programs; also, many pupils, especially in evening

courses, had jobs when they entered.

The placement data for high scho

statewide are:50

Total Number of Graduates'

Withdrawn"

graduates of Vocational programs

, k-1

23,761

6,359

Available for Employment 17,432

Placed in Field 3,924

Placed in RelatedIFiel d , 1',715

Continuing Education 1 ,443

Mil itary , 125

Placed in Unrelated Field 84

1-
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.

Not kiployed . 2,152
. .

Status Unknown 6,589
(.

;

Total Employed 7,207

.e.
.

The state participates in a Management Information 69ttem, a computer

fact-gathering program that was instituted to help the state WM-tor
4.

vocational programs to be in conformity with the 1976 amendments.' There are

`two chief complaintsagainst the gathering of placement figures. The first,

is that follow -up information, especially for high school graduates, is very

difficult to collect; supposedly, the, time limits for_ collection of he

information do pot provide adequate time to gather statistics from the target

population. The "unknown" category above seems to bear this out. For example,

to insure continued funding, 50 percent'of those completing a ,course must ,

be employed in the field, but the information must tie gathered by May 30 for

a June 2 graduation date. CI-tit officials blame state officials who blase

federal policies; all ,the administrators interviewed were highly interested

*the information generated by the4g program, but they' felt that'time

limits for gathering it should be extended-to increase accuracy, Second,

the nature of placement is questioned. According to technical school

- '

administrators, vocations education does more than prepare for'a specific

job; it teaches the student about the world of work and gives him learning

skills about work. Thus, even_thOugh placement may notbe in the specific

job.the student was trained-for, the vocational training may have been success-

ful in developing "those affective [sic] job skills which, are sought by

employers and [are] necessary fdrsuccessful-job placement" as one committee

-
examining the role of vocational education in the state said.51 The problem

of placement figures is exacerbated when the non - placement of students who

entered Programs with no intention of placeMent is considered.

56 j-
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As stated earlier, the Atlanta Area Technical School administrator's

were less concerend with placement rates than the high school officials,-
z

probably due 'to the differences in age and socio-economic status of those

. .
.

''A.
entering the technical schools. .The§e students are older and often have a

,

clear ideeof What they need and want from job training. The necessity of
,

) .
,

maintaining a, 75 perCent placement rate has been Tittle problem for the

technical: school.

2 The MIS statistics on race a?d sex of students and staff yield varying

-inferences. A.reCent report by the American- Civil Liberties Union revealed

its theme in its 'title, The Unfufilled4Promise of Vocational Education. That

report was countered by the State Department, ofEducation's_publiCation

Report on the Status of MaIesoand Females in Vocational Education in Georgia

which found thestate at least average in its attempts, to train and hire men

and women 16 non - traditional roles. The ACLU report points out that in
.

Georgia,'among vocationaltechnical graduates,- "the women graduates. .

.

with one exception,'had starting holy earnings well under the beginning wages

earned by men who had graduated in t e same programs as"the women." [i'talics ,

theirs]
52

BUt the state.of the equil g4ofwomen's salaries is beyond the

scope of the school system's responsibilities;, -the hest the schools` can do

. is insure,that minorities are given equal access to opportunities. Tables

6 through 9 provide data included in the ACLU report gathered from the State

Orrice of Vocational Educatlon; all 'Of the data are for the entire state.

Table 6 showsthepercentage of_ female enroT1ment in ,high school

prograMs between 1976 and 1979.
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TABLE 7
53

55.

COMPARATIVE PERCENTAGE S OF FEMALE
'AO SOM, _ENROLLMENT IN SECONDARY PROGRAMS,

1976, 1977, 1978 AND 1979
A

Program % Female % Fem le
1976 197 7

% Female
.1978

% Female
1979

Agriculture
..

, 12 23 17 19

Distributive Education 44 44 52

Heal th 87 73 . 71 84

Consumer and Holiemaking 84 83 83 '75

Occupati,onal Home Economics 84 NA* . NA 82

Industrial' Arts .
5 NA 9 14

Business and Ovvice 75 75 8 5 66
A.:

Trade and Industry 16 20 22

TOTAL 57 64 56

to not avaliable.

Female enrollments had increased in every non-traditional area on Tab

and-decr:eased in traditional ones.

k
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Table 8gives information about Black enrollment in 1979 high school'

programs.

),-....' -,TABLE 854

'56

A

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF BLACKS ENROLLED
IN SECONDARY PROGRAMS, 1979

ProOam TotaT
Enrollment

# Blacks Blacks.

Agriculture 25,754 .7,591 29.5

Distributive Education ,7,959 2,007 25.2

Health 5,323 ' 2,294 , 43.1

Consumer and Homemaking 90,853 36,959 40.7

Occupational Home Economics 2:814 1,672 59.4

Industrial Arts 46,990 14,969 31.7).

Business and Office 102,236 28,771 28.1

Trade and Industry, 49,506 15,112 30.5

DisactvantAed 8,113 4,064 50.1

339,548 113,379 33.4TOTAL

4
Th'e percentage of Blacks enrolled in the city's programs is found to be skewed

becAse'of the 89 percerA total Black enrollment in' the schools. fable 9
.

shows'the sex- stereotyping within the secondary business courses,Nhile

Table10.gives the Black 'envollment figures in the same.courses.

ai
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TABLE
/55

,.

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF. MALES ENROLLED

IN SECONDARY-BUSINESS COURSES, 1979.,
,

Cours Of Study Total -Enrollment

Business Law 1,181

Career Planning 2;808

Business Math 3,692

Clerical Practice
4

First Year 1,445

Office Procedures 988',

Shorthand, First Year. 4,026

All.Busi.hess'Courses 139,553'

2

# Boys. % Boys

636 4. 53.9

1,389 49.5

1,808 49.0

160 )1.1

59 6.Q

123 3.1

26,997 i0.1

.
, '-

Obviously, courses leading to furtheracademic preparatidri!or,manegerial jobs

.were much more popular with males than skill 1)rdiparoion leading 'to secretarial

work. Table 10 shows that B1 cks were more likely to take the nontechnic4f
I

. .
rrf

courses that would lead-to jobs that required more training but promised better

'opportunities.

r

1I

r

,TABLE 107
6

4

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE-OF.BLACKSINROLLED IN
SECONDARY COURSES, 1979'

'Course of Study " i Totql-Enrollmene # Boys %-Boys

Vocational Office
Training(Stenographic)

Shorthand, Second Year

Advanced'Data Proceising

BusineSs Mathematics

Clerical Practice[
First Year

Record Keepi iig

All Business Courses.

, I
:682

V :

,, 351

107

. . - .

3,692

.,

1,445

1,840

89:553

,.

"..
t

, v

,

..'

84

43
.

14

1,423 '

577

839

26,235 '

12.3

12.3

13.1

38,5

39.9,

45.6

29.3

60
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Table 11 sh6s sex and race enrollment figures in Area Vocational-Technical
;
, -

Schools. / e

I
/ _TABLE 11

57
rr

frf

DISTRIBUTION AMONG PROGRAMS IN
ir )ST- SECONDARY AREA VOCATIONAL - TECHNICAL

' SCHOOLS, BY SEX AND RACE, 1979 c3
rf

rr

-eee/r
Program

Agriculture 40

Distributive 'Education

Health

Home Economics

Business and Office

Technical

Trade and Industry

% of -Total Enrollment

MEN WOMEN
White Black Other Whie Black Other

0.8 0.3 M11,00 0.2 0.06 40.

2.6 5.2 2.8 2.3° 3.2 2.2

1.9c ?1.9 '0.5 j 27.2 22.7 22.8
4

, 0.2 1.0 2.9 8.8

6.7 8.3 11..2 46.7 48.7v 46.7

19.9 6.8 21;8 - 3.1 01 7.6

67.8 76.4, 63.7 17.4 15.8' 20.7

Table 12 compares female enrollment between 1974 and 1979 in non-traditional

-courses.

4

4

.

0.

TABLE 12 58

COMPARATIVE PERCENTAGES OF FEMALE ENRO4LMENT
'IWPOST-SECONDARY TRADE COURSES, -1974 AND l'979

Course of Study. 1974 1979

Auto Mechanics' 0.3 2:8

Machine Shop 0.3 4.0

Welding ,0.5 -0, 3.8

Carpentry 4.5

Commercial Photography 5.0 y 36.0

Graphic Arts,: 8.0 34.0

Drafting Occupations 11.0 27.0

-2

Upholitery p i 19.0 40.0



Table 13, Continued

Course-of Study % Black Men

Masonry 63.5

Barbering 55.2

Graphic Arts 43.8

Quantity Foods w 43.7

Appliance Repair 40.8

Body and Fender Repair

All Courses 141

Course of-Study u
A

% White Men e

Aircraft Mechanics 88.9

Electrical fethnology,:, 4 87:5

Electronic Technology

1,
Machine Shop 82.9

ElectromeChanical Technology

Industilal-Electrizi-arr

All Courses

60

Although some of these tables'seeM to show a rise in female enrollment

over the y r -see, for example, Table 12 in which participation. increased

in every field cited--the ACLU is sceptical of the state's commitment to sex

and race equity. Accusing the-state of minimum compliance, the ACLU points

out that

In Georgia in 1979, over one-fourth of the post-secondary

students were enrolled in sex - segregated clisses; dnoiher,

53 percent'were enrolled in traditionally male or female
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These tables show that while,there has been, some improvement, there are still

,

large -indications that traditional roles are being followed.

Finally, Table 13 shows the concentration of white men in thg.technical

courses while all others are more concentrated in traditional, lower-paying

. fields. Technical fields are those which require ability in some advanced

mathematics andhave high cutoff scores -on the entrance, gener41,knowledge

test. On Table 13,-most of the courses in the fourth section arastechnical.

(

CONCENTRATION OF STUDENTS BY RACE AND SEX
IN PARTICULAR POST-SECONDARY COURSES, 1979

.

-Course of Study * % Black Women
A

Child Care . 55.2

Clerical Occupatigns 46.8

Dental Assistant 43.0

Licensed Practical Nurse 29.2
s.

Secretarial OCcupations '28:8

All Courset, 14.8

Course of Study % White Women

Secretaries 81.0

Medical Office Assistant '70.9'

Medical Lab Assistant 67.9

Secreta #ial Occupatfons 67.8

Licensed_ Practical Nurse 67.1

All 6urtes 30.7

TABLE 13
59

4
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classes, leav4ng just a fifth of the students..in-

- mixed classes. Two-thirds of the students were
1

in classes with a disproportionate enrollment by

60 .

[-race.

The ACLU aisO 'states that:,

,Georgia's vocational education programs are'also'

race-biased. A comparison of enrollment by'race/

ethnic lines shows that both Black men and women ,

are less likely to be enrolled in-technical courses

than Whites or other minorities. Black men take

trade courses" at a higher rate than White ben'while

Black women are ree times as likely to take

.occupational
e economics.as are White women. In

-the high school programs, Blacks are disproportionately

concentrated in-home economlcs, health, homemaking,and

programs for the disadvantaged.
61

I

61 '

Wha.t progress has been made, has been "4n spite of educators," who'"seem more

comfortable followinga passive role:" The chief culpiltin the view of the
I,

ACLU is the "indifferent and often hostile attitude toward equity [of] the
4

A Georgia Office of 4ocational'Education." The "foCus of sex equity activities

at the state level has been on workshops, meetings, and-classes to attemp

to change attitudes and provide st tegies for_aliminating bias in the

.classroom," the effectiveness of w ch is questionable. FUrther, the state

has, according to'theACLU repo ,' "been able to syvert the mandate" of the

1976 amendments.
62

The State Office ofliocational Education, which provided the ACLU's

statistics, takes a different View of the figures. For exaMple, a National

64 <
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Organization for Women Legal Defense Fund report places Georgia twentieth

among the states for,,placement of women-in non-tradtional roles; the report

. also ranked Georgia twelfth, for average percent of female participation

in rio4-traditional programs. Theostate is proud of these i-ankingsi the

ACLU report headlines that same ranking with "Georgia Lags Behind in Non-,

traditional Enrollment." The state report's foreword, written by the

Associate State Superintendent, Office of'Vocational Education states:

This report, as one product of the requirement of Title II,

Vocational Education Amendments of l976,'reflects the fact A

that vocational edtication in Georgiais changing. Progress-

.

is being made toward achieving equity in a number of -areas.

First, student enrollments over the past three years reflect:

a slow !Alt positive growth toward integration of courses

by sex., Second, rates,of program completiom and placeMent

are comparable for males and males. Third, wcial

programs such as CETA an `Quick Star are' benefiting both

ti

male and female,stedents. Fourth, the number of females

,

in vocational education'it the state level has increased

by one-third in the past two years." While this number

- is still-.inadequate, it.does reflect a positive directio

and one with considerable.potential for impacting vocational

education.63
wir

Most of the data in the report tends to support the idea that equity has not .

arrived in vocational education. The point of contention seems to be over

the willingness of the state and school districts to implement futher changes.

Therefore, the-attitude ofvocational-administrators toward sex and
+.1p

race equityis important- In Atlanta, the attitude somewhat supports the

65
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.

ACLU's negative evaluation. The most often expressed attitude was that these

..

matter re beyond the control of schools. Two high'level administrators

used th' same statement. "We can't change the ideas of'society." Another

said that-"we can't force equity on people who don't4Wint it." One official

in the city's vocational education office, when asked about compliance with

the 1976 Amendments, gave this timetable. "The laws were passed in '76; it

took post of '77 to)reach our level. '78 wa§ spent figuring out what to do,.

and only-in '79-'80 has anything been done.16
4

Educators at both the nighdone. "64

school and technical school felt that attempts to'nfluence students to enroll

in non-traditional courses were beyondthe authority, and responsibility, of

educators. 'They would allow open enrollment, but noforce it. .

The attitude toward race was much less restrained than that toward sex.

Atlanta's school officials, even when white as the Assistant Superintendent

and Director of Atlanta Area Technical SchooNre, are,very aware'of the

question of rice. Since 87 percent of the total secondary. enrollment is Black,
,

the post-secondary Technical. school is the'best example of problems

area. Approximately half the,students are blicc; the rest,are white with

a small infusion of other races. But 70 percent ofte full-time day enroll-
,

ment, students looking for their first jobs, is black, Wile 70..percent of

the part-time night classes, Students seeking to upgrade their skills, is--

white. Further, enrollment:in the most skilled courses, aviation and

electronics, is 60 to 65 percent white'with an exceptionally 4,tpercentage

of Hispanics and Orientals represented.
65

'Again, officials claim i lack of

,control over what their students wish to dov; and are capable of doing--a point

to be considered when the Technical school is examined. 'Everyone believed

that sex and-rae equity was Importint--although lesi important than the,

ability of the schools to prepare .any, student for a job\eut other than,
/

publicity of the programs., nobody hid a plan to achieve equity beyond what

66
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the state is doing, .

$ *1 of this-report thus far has been oippetile in naturei'relying
;

,

64

- upon statistics and the-coin-fens of people interviewed. Only a subjective

view can reveal the actual carrying-out of all of these ideas and statistics.
r, 1

To achieve that subjective view, several on-stie inspectionswere held; one

at a comprehensive high school and one at the Atlanta Area TechnicaPSchool.

. Both schools are on-fairly large campuses within sight-of downtown Atlanta.

With the exception of anadministrative and classroom building at the high

\school, the facilities. are modern and well-equipped. While citing ideal

. . . .

conditions, neither" the high school principal, nor the administrators and- ..

teachers interViewed were dissatisfied1With the physical plant or the shops;
..-. ,*- .

, .

tools and equipment are notstate of the art in the field but they are
. ,

.
. .

sufficient for the Programs, Both administrators made. claims that their

.sefioolswere not typical but,were. above average. . , ,

The high scrhoolnedGeorget-Itoncar`erikieatidna-lSciloo-
-7, . ,

.

it-was the'black vocational school_ in the 1930's, is today named Carver
. . , .

Comprehensive High School. The
.
principal claims that it is the only truly

4 ...

. 'comprehensive high schddi in Atlanta because it Is.-the only one'in. which a`1
,

studedts must take a. five year vocational program in addifton to academics,

4 f

spending at twp hours a day, Pi've",days a week in shop. There are thirty-
. ( A , .

: -
.

one vocational courses at Carver,*and eighth,minth, and tenth graders must take
0 ^

a

three 'vocational courses per.year'until special1zing7in%the Junior and Senior years.
. .

.

All sophomores are sent.to visit businesses to gain first hand knowledge about

..

job requrements and opportunities before they dedlare their speciality. Even -

college bound students must take a'Fullvocational curriculum;' the Principal

. ,
: c

. believes that the "college-bound are going to get their requirements anyway"
.

.. ...,
. .

..

and that, they can pick up some valuable skills on the way. Further, therd,T

67
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ape-N6 problems &bout the relative. merit of either curriculum, pr of

counselors guiding students,away from vocational courses, because everyone.

is basically the : samesame progrim, whatever'their individual merits. 1

'Only a third of the vocational instructors at Carver have degrees, but

the teachers

principal feels

the priNcipal likes the present meth6d of. hiring and training

described on Rage 25 of this report. On the other hand, the

that colleges -do a poor job oeducating other teachers, counselors, and

administrator's about the value ofr vocational education, eipeC4ally'\in an

urban-setfing.,

The student body at Caryer is nearly 100 percent poor and Black;; approx-
,

imately 25 percent' of its graduating Seniors attend either a technical school,

two or four years of college. The other 75 percent, as the principal says,

"hit the streets."' Because *his fact, the principal sees his, and by

extension the high school's,inission to be to prepare the students to face

the harsh realities of-TTfi-With some knowledge and skill. When confronted

with the, idea that. encouraging vocational education to Black studentt might
.

have the result of denying them the rewards of an academic' duCation including

a college degree, the principal pointed to the, immediate economic problems
, .

facing his students. He was'less interested in long-range theory than in
__ ,

f 1 ., .
& ;)

short-range problem solving. As is often encountered ig, a public school system

that reserves'tpecial powers4to the principal, Carver's principal is'anct-tvist..

and near-evangelist for vocational education.. He has traveled across Country

to testify to committees and participate in workshops; he has offered his

. 1
curricular plans to the four other 1,06est comprehensive-Kocational schools

in Atlanta without success. But the fact that his program-is largely his

work and is unique in Atlanta reveals the citywide negative attitude toward

vocational education. Even in the other vocational schools, students can

68
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avoid a full-vocational curriculum. ,

But the principal's opinions were limited to his experiences in an inner-
.-

citr High school. If vocational education is only the first rung on the

ladder of upward mobility, what appeal does it have to those already on

higher rungs? Besides, to what.degree does the vocational program have

to be watered down in technical areas such as electronici or aircraft

maintenance, to meet the needs, of the average, non-academic, poor student?

Will .the graduates of such eprogram be prepai-ed only for low level' lobS hat

require little further training, especially in technical areas, or that call
0

for some academic skillslike reading, writing, and arithmetic, for

promotion? The principal claimed that these questions were not problems if

the full value of Vocational studies to the student in the futtre labor market

are studied; then, better students, academically and financially, would

appreciate vocational training, and` the courses could be designed for the

students at,all schools. According to the OffiCe of the Assistant (city)

, .

SuperAntendent for Vocational Education, however, there is little chance tha t

Carver's programs will be adopted at other schools: The reality of the city's

situation is that not only would the cost of such a plan be prohibitive, but

there is little 51. port on the Board or in the community for such a. pyan.
'

`.The city's schools will continue to maintain vocational curricula that are

isolated from aca is programs and, except in'a few cases, subservient to

them. The Board and the city continue to se-eacademic preparation-as the

,

besiCansWer to the problems that Carver's principal cites,

The Atlanta Area Technical School., a post- secondary insstftufibn.which

serves both the city and the surrpunding county, has 36 full-flie courses

and 130'inStructors divided into:five divisions according td-'the director,

the administration is top-heavy-with titles and 21 full-time'administrators

-'-
a,condition that creates structural.probleths.

66
To the director, wproduct

.,
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(like all the administrative staff) of the Atlanta school system faculty

and staff ranks,.management is an important concept. Problems, both internal
11.1,

and those that arise from outside directives like the 1976 Amendments, are

handled according to modern,
k
managment methods. Twice monthly staff meetings,

workshops, retreats, rules and regulations lectures, and time management

seminars are all part of the management process. Once again,, though, the

director denies the necessity of increased professional training fort instructors

who "with more schooling have less ability to transmit practical goals."

The physical plant "could4Use a few more machines," but is adequate

for the school's mission. Salaries are not adequate, however. Graduating

students are better paid than the instructors they left behind at Atlanta

Area Technical School. 1Pd"rhaps because 65 percent of the school's funds come

from the state, the director is less concerned with the lack of appreciation

for vocational training on the Atlanta School Board than with the "lack of
.

strong leadership for post-secondary edocation in the state." She suggest

that a lobbyist at the state legislature representing post-secondary schools,

other than colleges, statewide, would help. Leadership is a-key problem because

the state' must plan for the technical life of the '80's and '90's, a plan,

that will demand long-range planning.
"67

.

The director also defends the emphasis on academics in the elementary
k

,

and'secondary schools because those skills will be uni.versally needed and

are not widespread in Atlanta right now astest scores show. Half of the

students entering the Technical school are assigned to remedial academic dourses,68

based upoh their scores on thq Test of Adult Basic Education; which the-N

director fgels is biased and inadequate on both rade and sex criteria but

which "is the best'predictor we hav8.now."
,

One interviewee in the State Department of Education had criticized

7
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the Atlanta Area Technical School's students as "declining in qUility over

the last decade," a time.in which,enrollment dropped from a high of 4,500
4 4

to the present 3,300 and became increasingly Black. That officia).also
. 4

claimed that courses had been watered-down to meet the lowered abilities of

the new students. The director denies these charges.,,

She agrees that the students may be lets well-prepared than a decade

ago,,but she places this in a national context of lower test scores, a trend

which may say more about the schools than the students. Another possible

explanation :for lower levels of competence among Atlanta Area Technical
o

School students is that several junior colleges have been established or

enlarged within the past decade in the Atlanta area and two junior colleges

have converted to four year colleges; all leading to a siphoning off of some

of the better students fromi the Atlanta Area Technical School. To counteract

that trend, the school now hast,22 joiqt enrollment programs With Atlanta Junior

College (which shares the technical school's campus): Rather than character-

izing the curriculum as watees0-dwon, the director refers to the changes as

. realistic. The average student, aged 26, cannot always stay. throughout an

entire .program, so exit points have been adopted, allowing a studen) to leave

a program at one of several places in 'a sequence and be guarante some market-.

, able skill. He.or she can also pick bp-the program later at mi -point. Several

other interviewees--an organized labor representative, a colle professor

in vocational studies, and a State Department of Education bureaucrat-- claimed

that.there were few,if.any, truly technical programs at the Technical School.

-The director pointed to the aviation,and electronics courses as full technical

curricula. In addition,-she pointed out that each field is monitored by a

craft advisory council which advises on job needs and opportunities and

guarantees that necessary skills are taught.
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Critics claim, however, that true technical courses demand high level

mathematics and other science courses that are not offered at Atlanta Area?

,Tech. The aviation and electronics sections produce good repairmen--white

repairmen--but not technicians. The disagreement over the nature of a technical

education" seems to imply varying ideas about the mission of the school. $hould-

it gear its programs for the immediate employment of students with vocational

skills, or should'it challenge the students and provide instruction in more

difficult and longer programs? Presently, the more generally pragmatic

approach to solving immediate, needs is being used, even at the expense of

being criticized for limiting the higher aspirations of some minorities. The

director claims that the community supports that approach', but it is obviously

antithetical to her expressed vision of the "technical life of the '80's and

'90's."

The director alos claimed that non-white enrollment in' the most difficult

c
,

courses was high, although not as high as the total Black enrollment; she
0_ ,

also claimed that there was little that coulitte done to increase non-

traditional sex plaCement. "Our school is unique; the pupils are voluntary

and have inputs into their desires frot many, parts of society. We cannot

wipulate them." Thus, the students get, what,they'aek for. "If they want

a specific program and try hard, they'll make it." Enrollment then, is a

voluntary function of the student. The continued high placement rates inilicates

the wisdom of the school's courses and the pupil's choices, according to

the director.

I

Vocational "Education in Atlanti is in much-the same situation:today

'that'it has been in throughout the century. The city's citizens and Board

. of Education see academic education as'the primary and best goal of the scR36,1 I
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system, whatever individual needs are or the socio-economic status of the

mass of students. The ack power structure that replaced the White one

in the 1960's does not want to deny academic opportunity to the predominantly

Black students; after all, to gain power to open paths long denied Blacks

and choose against those paths does seem paradoxical. The implied question

is, if vocational eduCation is so impot4ant, w isn't it inthe suburbs?
.

,
Vocational programs are not neglec bd, howeve , especially since most

. of the funding comes from thestateind. federal governments. Vocationall
, .

programsget a fair share of Atlanta's educational budget,'but they do not

a

get full support in terms of recognition and leadership, areas which are crucial

if vocational training is to be seen by students and tax-payers as a complete,

viable alternative to academics.- The city's vocational educators have ,4ialt

with this lack of full support by opting for programs 'which concentrate on

specific job preparation in fields that offer opportunitjes to students who

are, perhaps, academically undereducated.

Race is perceived as a problem in the placement of students inothe

technical school, but sex stereotyping is accepted as being basically beyond

the educator's control,' although some improvementi have been made over the

past few Thus, the city seems to meet the mandate of the 1976 Amendments

in job - readiness. terms, if not entirely in the areas of race andsex equity,

although racial equity takes on societal rather than individual overtones

in a system so predominantly Black. That is, the socio-economic status of

the Black race seemt to be more the problem than the placement of individuals.

That problem also makes.the question of technical versus vocational curricula

of secondary importance to the city's schoOl administrators.

The state seems to have some problems monitoring vocational programs

despite the requirements of the. 1976 Amendments;,for example, the 1978-79

statittict are not yet available from the State Office of Vocational Education.
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:Also, the commitment of the state to racial and sex equity has been

questioned, notably by the ACLU.

The two chief complaints from vocational

psychological and managerial. They complained

vocational programs are held by most educators

of understanding and of planning for vocational

o

O.
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educators, though, were,

of the low status in which

and citizens, and of the lack

needs in the future.

a

cf,
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ATTACHMENT 1
Table 2

ATLANTA PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Vocational Education Work Experience Programs

Statistical Data Analysis by Schools
FY 1978-74

SCHOOL: Child Dev, C.V.A.E. D D

Archer sc I 118 I. 297 I.
2. 49 2. 93 2.

3. 15 3 20 ..3.
4 266 4. 2.71 4

Kays 1 0 1 170 I,
2. 0 2. 67 2.
3 0 3 27 3.
4 0 4 326 4.

Brown I 21 I. 148 I.
2 21 2. 69 2.
3 125 1 18 3
4 281 4 2.81 4.

Carver

Douglass

E Atlanta

'Fulton

George

Grady

Harper

Murph
.

ar

I- 123 - 1 0 I.
2 . 31 2 0 2
1 I c 1

1 21,8 1 (1 4

1 0 I 0 I

2. 0 2 0 2.
3 0 3 0 3.

4 0 4 () 4.

I 45 1 174 I.
2 13 2. 60 2.

3 18 3, 22 3
4 281 4 281 4-

110 I - 10; I

2 IN 2 15 2.
3 -, Ill 1 .20 1

4 "281 . 4 285 4

I. 87 1 152 I.
2 16 2. 24 2.f
3 10 3, IN 3.

4 271 4 2.81 4.

I 0 145 I.
2 0 2. 72 2.

3 0 3 22 3.

4 0 4 2.91 4.

I 91 I. 0 I.
2 15 2 0 I.
3 20 1 0 1

4 276 4 I) 4.

1 39' 1 0 I.
2 31 2. 0 2,
1 15 3, 0 3.
4 285 4 II 4

'

( ) Definition of numbered data:
I. No of students enrolled.
2 Nu it students eittph need
1 Avg. wkly Anti r.0 h student works
4 Avg tidy sal:try earned

*First qtr only

0 1 134
0 2. 102
0 3 19

0 4. 2.77

0 I. 0

0 2. 0

0 3 0
0 4 0

0 I. 195
0 2. 159
0 3 IS
0 4 2.81

140 I 104

141) 2 96
25 1 20

2 83 4 2 Si
I

69 I. 0
1.1 2 0
22 3 0

288 4 0

0 1 98
0 2. 82
0 3 28
0 4 300

104 I '126
76 2 87
28 3 25

2.85 4. 281
s

0 I. MN

0 2 80
0 3 . 20
0 4. 2.88

0 I 105
0 2' 98
0 1 20
0 4. 281

99 I. 129
.77 2 100
27 3 24

2.85 4 285

2 94

89
84
21

1(

I

1C1,

.1 26
44. 28I

14

1

2.

3,

4.

I

2.

3.

4

I

2

3

'4

21

1

1

2r

1

4

I

2

3,
4

lk
I

2

3

4

I.
2

3

4

I.
2

3
4.

1

2.

2

4

I

2.

3',
4.

W E. O SC V 0 T. NEDjf;

40 I 110 , 1. 74 1 87
40 2. 58 2. 58 2. 87
I() 3 21 3. IN 1 10

281 4 2.81 4 300 4 281

39 1 0 I. 77 1 73
39 2. 0. 2 72 ' 2 73
10 3. p 3 21 3 10

281 i 4 41 4 131 4 281

39 J. 0 1. , 121 1 83
3cf 2. 0 2. 121 2. 83
10 3 ,; 0 3 20 3 W

281 4 0 , 4 281 4 181

36 "1 0 1 97 1 .1)

36 2 0 2 77 2 0
It) 3 0 3 27 3 0

2 81 4 0 4. 2 88 4 0

39 I 0 1 4$ I I)

39 2 0 2. 42 ---.,2 0
10 '3. 0 3 24 3 0

281 4 0 4 288 I 0
.

50 I 0 1 WO I I)

50 2. 0 2. 83 2 0
10 3 0 3 23 1 ()

28I 4. 0 4 301) 4 0

36 I. 0 1 93 I. 0

36 2. 0 2 84 2. 0
10 3 0 3 23 1 0'

2151 ° 14 0 4 2.98 4 0
.

39 I 0 1 110 I 11

39 2. 0 2. I10 -.2, 0
10 3 0 3 IN 3 0

281 4 0 4 3 20 * 4 '0

39 1 0 1 98 I. 0

W 2 0 2. 94 2. 0
III 3 0 1 211 1 0

281 4 0 4 283 I 0

19 I (1 1. 63 1. 0

39 2. 0 2. 62 1..,, 0
10 3 li 3 17 3 0

2$I 4 0 4. 287 4 0

7 ..

2 -10

39 I 126 I '-'10 90
2 6 2- 37 1 90

10

.2

1 19 1 10

2 81. 4 265 1, '4 2 0 1 4 28I.
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Attachment 1, Continued

Table 2, Continued

734

PROGRAMS:
SCHOOL Child Dev. C V.A.E. D.0 T. 0 F. IS W E. 'V.O.T Y.E D.T.P

N. Fulton 1. 0 1. 0 1. 0 1. 0 1.
2. 0 2. 0 2. 0 2. 0 2.
3. 0 3. 0 3. u 3. 0 3.
4. 0 4. 0 4. 0 4. 0 4.

Northstde 1. 0 1. 133 1. 0 1. 161 1

2. 0 2. 62 2. (1 2. 143 2.
?. 0 3 21 3 0 3. 20 3.
4. 0 4.. 2.85 4. 0 4. 2.85 4.

.
Price (01. . 0 1. 0 1. 60 1, 0 1.

2. 0 2. 0 2. 0 2 0 2.
3. 0 3. 0 3, 0' 3. , 0 3

. 4. 0 4. 0 4. 0 4. ,,,0 4.
A / 4;

Roosevelt 1. 0 1. 141 1. 0 1. 128 .1.
2. 0 2. 14* 2. 0 2. 112 Q.
3. 0 3: .. 20 3. 0 3. 23 3.
4" 0 4. 2.81 4. 0 4. 2.85 4.

Smtth I.. 12 1. 216 - 1. 163 1. 0 1 1
2. 12 2. 45 2. 158 2. (1 2.
3. 20 3. 13 3. 18 3 0 3.

So 4. 2.75 4. 2.85 4. 2.90 4. 0 4.

Southwest 1. 0 1. 0 1. 0 1. . 85 1.
2. 0 2. 0 2. 0 2. 81 2.
3 0 3. 0' 3. 0 . 3 27 3.
4.. 0 4. ....0 4. 0 4. 2.81 4.

- Sylvan 1.
2.

0
0

1.

2.
. 0

0
1.

2.
0
0

1.

Li
104
81

1.

2.
3. I 0 3. 0 3. 9 3. 25 3.
4. 0 4. 0 4. 0 4. 2.93 4.

Therretl 1. 0 1. 82 1. 154 1. 124 1.
2. 0 2. 33 It 2. 138 2. 8Z 2.
3. 0 3., 16 3. 18 3. 18 3.
4. 0 4. 2.81 4. 2.85. 4. 2.88 4.

Turner 1. 0 1. 0 1. 0, 1. 64 , 1.
2. 0 2. 0 2. 0 2. 64 2.
3.. 0 3. 0 3. 0 3. 18 3.
4. 0 4. 0 4. 0 4. 3.23 4.

Washington 1. 0 1. 0, 1. 245 1. 167 1.
2. 0 2. 0 2:-` 240 2. 149 2.
3. 0 3. 0 3. 27 .3. 25 3:
4. , 0 4. 0 4. 3.16 4. 2.96 4.

West Fulton 1. 15' I 0 1. 153 1. 132 1.
2. 8' 2. 0 2. 129 2. 116 2.
3. 10, 3, 0 - 20 3. 20 3.
4. 2.65' 4. 0 ' 4. 3.15 4. 3.00 4,

:

76

0

39 1. .0 1 0 1. 0
39 2. 0 2. 0 2. 0
10 3. 0 3. 0 3. 0

2.81 - 4. 0 4. 0 4. 0

38 1. 0 1. 87 1. 0
38 2. 0 2. 67 2. 0
10 3. 0 3. 19 3. 0

2.81 41. 0 4. 3 03 4. 0

38 1. 0 1. 30' 1. 84
38 2. 0 2. 26' 2. 84
10 3. 0 3. 20 3. 10

2.81 4. 0. 4. 2.85 4._ 2.81

39 1. 0 1. 125 1. 85
39 2. 0 2. 116 2. 85
10 3. 0 3. 25 3 10

2.81 - 4. 0 4. 2 85 4. 2.81

40 1. 55 ..., 1. 73 1 87 .4
40 2. 22 56 2. 87
10 3. 23; 3 20 3 - - 10

2.81 4. 2.71 4. 2.98 41. 2 81

- :
38 1. 0 1 49 1. 0
38 2. (1 2 46 2. 0
10 3 0 3 22 3. (1

2.81 4. 0 4 2.88 4. 0

39 1. 0; 1 95 1. 0
39 2. 0 2. 85 2. 0
10 3. 0 ,3 25 3. 0

2.81 4. 0 4. 2.88 4. 0' -

35 1. 0 1. 76 1. 0
35 2. 0 2. 63 2, 0
10 3. 0 3. 18 . 3. 0

2.81 4. 0 4. 2.95 4. 0

39 1. 67 1. 43 1. -0
39 2. 65 2. 32 2. 0
10 3. 15 3. 25 3. 0,

2.81 4. 2.81 4... 2.65 -4. 0

39 1. 0 1. 108 1. 81
39 2. 0 2. . 104 2. 81
10 3. 0 3. 22 3. 10

2.81 4. 0 4. 2.91 4. 2.81°

39 1. 25 1. 108 1. 0
39 .2. 0 2. 92 2. 0
10 3. 0 3. 19 3 0

2.81 4. 0 4. 3.00' 4. 0
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